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PROJECT
LOCATION:

3016-3020 W. Wilshire Boulevard, 654-670 S. Wilshire Place, 2915-2921 W.
Sunset Place

PROPOSED
PROJECT:

The demolition of the existing two-story, approximately 81,569 square-foot
commercial building with below-grade and surface parking, as well as the
removal of two (2) nonprotected street trees, and for the construction, use, and
maintenance of an eight-story mixed use building. The project includes 9,998
square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 market-rate dwelling units
with a unit mix of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom units, 24 one-bedroom units with
a den, and 35 two-bedroom units. The project consists of a total 253,771 square
feet of floor area and a Floor Area Ratio of 4.83:1. The building will have a
maximum height of 108 feet as measured from Grade to the top of the highest
roof structure. The project is providing 353 residential and 14 commercial
vehicular automobile parking spaces in a subterranean garage and a two level
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above ground parking garage. The project is providing 248 total residential
bicycle parking spaces and 24 commercial bicycle parking spaces; the project is
replacing 68 vehicular parking spaces with 272 bicycle parking spaces counted
toward the total required bicycle parking pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21 A.4.
The project will provide 27,675 square feet of usable open space including indoor
amenity spaces, private balconies, a courtyard, and decks plus 66 new trees.
The development of the project requires an export of approximately 25,000 cubic
yards of earth.
APPEAL

An appeal of June 22, 2021 Director of Planning’s Determination which:
1. Determined based on the whole of the administrative record, the project is
exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332 (Class 32 Urban In-Fill
Development), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an
exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section
15300.2 applies;
2. Approved with Conditions a Site Plan Review for the construction, use,
and maintenance of a new mixed-used eight-story, 108-foot building with
approximately 253,771 square feet of floor area, including 9,998 square feet
of commercial use and 262 residential units on a 52,594 square-foot site in
the C4-2 Zone; and
3. Adopted the attached Findings and Conditions of Approval.

RECOMMENDATION:
1. Deny the appeal;
2. Determine, based on the whole of the administrative record, that the project is exempt from CEQA
pursuant to State CEQA Statue and Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332 (Class 32 Urban In-Fill
Development), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a
Categorical Exemption pursuant to State CEQA Statue and Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies;
3. Sustain the Director of Planning’s Determination; and
4. Adopt the Conditions of Approval and Findings.
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___________________________________
Jane J. Choi, AICP, Principal City Planner

___________________________________
Deborah Kahen, AICP, Senior City Planner

___________________________________
Griselda Gonzalez, City Planner

___________________________________
Jim Harris, City Planning Associate

ADVICE TO PUBLIC: *The exact time this report will be considered during the meeting is uncertain since there may be
several other items on the agenda. Requirements for submission of materials can be found on the Department of City
Planning website at https://planning.lacity.org/about/virtual-commission-instructions. If you challenge these agenda
items in court, you may be limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing agendized
herein, or in written correspondence on these matters delivered to this agency at or prior to the public hearing. As a covered
entity under Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability,
and upon request, will provide reasonable accommodation to ensure equal access to its programs, services and activities. Sign
language interpreters, assistive listening devices, or other auxiliary aids and/or other services may be provided upon request.
To ensure availability of services, please make your request no later than three working days (72 hours) prior to the meeting by
calling the Commission Secretariat at (213) 978-1128.
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APPEAL REPORT

PROJECT SUMMARY
The proposed project includes the demolition of the existing two-story, approximately 81,569
square-foot commercial building with below-grade and surface parking, as well as the removal of
two (2) nonprotected street trees, and for the construction, use, and maintenance of an eightstory mixed use building. The project includes 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space
and 262 market-rate dwelling units with a unit mix of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom units, 24 onebedroom units with a den, and 35 two-bedroom units. The project consists of a total 253,771
square feet of floor area and a Floor Area Ratio of 4.83:1. The building will have a maximum
height of 108 feet as measured from Grade to the top of the highest roof structure. The project is
providing 353 residential and 14 commercial vehicular parking spaces in a subterranean garage
and a two level above Grade parking garage. The project is providing 248 total residential and 24
commercial bicycle parking spaces; the project is replacing 68 vehicular parking spaces with 272
bicycle parking spaces and counted toward the total required bicycle parking pursuant to LAMC
Section 12.21 A.4. The project will provide 27,675 square feet of usable open space including
indoor amenity spaces, private balconies, a courtyard, and decks plus 66 new trees. The project
requires an export of approximately 25,000 cubic yards of earth.
BACKGROUND
Site Characteristics, Existing Buildings and Structures
The subject site is a level, roughly rectangular shaped, 52,594 square-foot site spread across six
(6) lots zoned C4-2, with a General Plan Land Use Designation of Regional Center Commercial.
The project site is located within the Wilshire Community Plan area. The project site has
approximately 162 feet of frontage along Wilshire Boulevard, 295 feet of frontage along Wilshire
Place, and 193 feet of frontage along Sunset Place. The site is located within a Methane Zone
and Fire District 1, as such the project must comply with Department of Building and Safety’s and
Fire Department’s measures for projects located within Methane Zones and Fire District 1. The
project site is not located in a seismic hazard area, special grading, or flood zone.
The project site consists entirely of an approximately 81,569 square-foot, two-story commercial
building with below grade and surface parking, and 16 street trees. The current uses of the site
include a church, dining, school, office uses, and parking. There are no residential uses on the
project site. Pursuant to the building records for 3020 Wilshire Boulevard, the last residential use
for the site was in 1955, LADBS Document Number 1954LA87059 (Exhibit G).
Land Use and Zoning
The Wilshire Community Plan designates the subject property for Regional Center Commercial
al land use, corresponding to the C4 Zone and General Commercial land use, corresponding to
the CR, C1.5, C2, C4, P, PB, RAS3, RAS4, R3, R4, and R5 Zones. The subject property is zoned
C4-2. The entire project site is assigned to Height District 2 which allows a maximum permitted
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 6:1. The project site is located within the following: Los Angeles State
Enterprise Zone (ZI-2374), Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Project (ZI-2488), Transit
Priority Area in the City of Los Angeles (ZI-2452), and MTA Right-of-Way (ROW) Project Area
(ZI-1117). The site is not located within the boundaries of or subject to any specific plan,
community design overlay, or interim control ordinance.
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Surrounding Properties
Surrounding properties are predominantly zoned C4-2, with the area fronting Sunset Place in the
R5-2 Zone. Generally, the area is improved with multi-story commercial and mixed-use
developments with office buildings and neighborhood serving commercial uses, as well as twoto four-story multifamily residential structures. To the north, across Wilshire Boulevard is a new
17-story mixed-use building with ground floor commercial, a three (3) level parking podium, and
the residential tower. To the west, across Wilshire Place, is the historic Bullock’s Wilshire Building,
designed as a Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument (Number 56) and National Register of
Historic Places. To the south, across Sunset Place is a four-story office building used as the
Korean Education Center in Los Angeles. To the east along Wilshire Boulevard are three-story
neighborhood serving commercial uses in the C4-2 Zone and along Sunset Place are three-story
multifamily residential buildings in the R5-2 Zone.
Streets
Wilshire Boulevard, abutting the subject property to the north is an Avenue I per the Mobility Plan
2035, designated for a 100-foot full right-of-way width consisting of a 70-foot roadway.
Wilshire Place, abutting the subject property to the west is a Local Street - Standard per the
Mobility Plan 2035, designated for a 60-foot full right-of-way width consisting of a 36-foot roadway.
Sunset Place, abutting the subject property to the west is a Local Street - Standard per the Mobility
Plan 2035, designated for a 60-foot full right-of-way width consisting of a 36-foot roadway.
APPROVED ACTIONS

Type
text
On June 22,
2021,
thehere
Director of Planning issued a Determination, which determined that the
project is categorically exempt from CEQA and approved a Site Plan Review (Exhibit D).
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA)
As part of the approval, the project was found to be exempt from CEQA pursuant to State CEQA
Statute and Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332 (Class 32 Urban In-Fill Development), and there
is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a categorical exemption pursuant
to State CEQA Statute and Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies (Exhibit E).
Site Plan Review
Pursuant to the Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 16.05, a project is subject to Site Plan
Review if the project “creates, or results in an increase of, 50 or more dwelling units or guest
rooms, or combination therefor.”
On May 20, 2020, the applicant submitted an application for a mixed-use project for review that
proposed 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 market-rate dwelling units
on a site with no existing residential units. The proposed project increased the number of dwelling
units from zero (0) to 262 thus triggering Site Plan Review. The site plan review for the project
was completed and approved with conditions.
No other entitlements were requested or granted with this request.
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PUBLIC COMMENT
One (1) request was made to the Planning Department to be included as an interested party to
the case: SEIU – United Service Workers West.
Additionally, on December 14, 2020, the Wilshire Center Koreatown Neighborhood Council
(WCKNC) submitted a letter to the Director of Planning (Exhibit F) stating that the WCKNC would
not support the project unless:
• 20% of units designated as workforce housing.
• The architectural design is made more responsive to the Bullocks Wilshire building in bulk
and materiality. Exterior wood cladding is replaced with a contextually fitting material.
• Park Linkage fees for this project go specifically to purchase land for a park within WCKNC
boundaries and the developer actively work with the Council office to make this a reality.
• No more than two mature trees may be removed. Additional requests for tree removal
must be brought back to the WCKNC PLUM committee.
• Any tree replacement be a minimum 48-inch box and no palm trees.
• Any displaced business be given the right of first return with the same rent structure.
APPEAL AND APPELLATE BODY
On June 22, 2021, the Director of Planning issued a Determination that conditionally approved a
Site Plan Review for the proposed project. On July 7, 2021, an appeal was filed by
Enrique Velasquez, Coalition for an Equitable Westlake MacArthur Park, challenging the
Director’s Determination of the Site Plan Review. The appeal application and justification are
provided in Exhibit B. Pursuant to Section 16.05 H.1 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code
(LAMC), the Central Area Planning Commission is the appellate body for the Site Plan Review
project. The decision of the City Planning Commission is not further appealable.
APPEAL POINTS AND STAFF RESPONSE
Summaries from the appeal justification concerning land use entitlements and the staff responses
are provided as follows:
Appeal Point 1:
The City’s determination fails to take into account Goal 3A and Goal 3C of the Framework
Element. The City fails to evaluate the displacement of low-income residents caused by the influx
of market rate units. The project does not provide any affordable units.
Staff Response:
The appellant contends that the influx of market rate units will displace low-income residents,
however, the project will be adding 262 new dwellings on a site that is current developed with
commercial uses. There are no existing residential uses on the project site. Furthermore,
according to the building records for 3020 Wilshire Boulevard, the last residential use for the site
was in 1955, LADBS Document Number 1954LA87059 (Exhibit G).
The appellant's argument is subjective and based on their belief that influx of market rate units is
inconsistent with the General Plan Framework Element, however, as stated in the Director’s
Determination, the proposed project meets the goals and objectives identified in the Framework
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Element. The proposed project meets the following goals, objectives, and policies identified in the
Framework Element:
Goal 3A: A physically balanced distribution of land uses that contributes towards and
facilitates the City's long-term fiscal and economic viability, revitalization of economically
depressed areas, conservation of existing residential neighborhoods, equitable distribution of
public resources, conservation of natural resources, provision of adequate infrastructure and
public services, reduction of traffic congestion and improvement of air quality, enhancement
of recreation and open space opportunities, assurance of environmental justice and a
healthful living environment, and achievement of the vision for a more livable city.
Objective 3.1: Accommodate a diversity of uses that support the needs of the City's
existing and future residents, businesses, and visitors.
Policy 3.1.4: Accommodate new development in accordance with land use and
density provisions of the General Plan Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram.
Objective 3.2: Provide for the spatial distribution of development that promotes an
improved quality of life by facilitating a reduction of vehicular trips, vehicle miles traveled,
and air pollution.
Policy 3.2.1: Provide a pattern of development consisting of distinct districts, centers,
boulevards, and neighborhoods that are differentiated by their functional role, scale,
and character. This shall be accomplished by considering factors such as the existing
concentrations of use, community oriented activity centers that currently or potentially
service adjacent neighborhoods, and existing or potential public transit corridors and
stations.
Policy 3.2.2: Establish, through the Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram,
community plans, and other implementing tools, patterns and types of development
that improve the integration of housing with commercial uses and the integration of
public services and various densities of residential development within neighborhoods
at appropriate locations.
Objective 3.4: Encourage new multi-family residential, retail commercial, and office
development in the City's neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown
centers as well as along primary transit corridors/boulevards, while at the same time
conserving existing neighborhoods and related districts.
Policy 3.4.1: Conserve existing stable residential neighborhoods and lower intensity
commercial districts and encourage the majority of new commercial and mixed-use
(integrated commercial and residential) development to be located (a) in a network of
neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown centers, (b) in proximity
to rail and bus transit stations and corridors, and (c) along the City's major boulevards,
referred to as districts, centers, and mixed-use boulevards, in accordance with the
Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram.
Goal 3I: A network of boulevards that balance community needs and economic objectives
with transportation functions and complement adjacent residential neighborhoods.
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Objective 3.13 Provide opportunities for the development of mixed-use boulevards where
existing or planned major transit facilities are located and which are characterized by lowintensity or marginally viable commercial uses with commercial development and
structures that integrate commercial, housing, and/or public service uses.
Policy 3.13.1 Encourage the development of commercial uses and structures that
integrate housing units with commercial uses in areas designated as "BoulevardMixed Use" in accordance with Tables 3-1 and 3-8. The range and density/intensity of
uses permitted in any area shall be identified in the community plans.
Table 3-8
Land Use Designation
Boulevard-Mixed Use

Corresponding Zones
CR, C1, C1.5, C2, C4, [Q]C2

Objective 3.15: Focus mixed commercial/residential uses, neighborhood-oriented retail,
employment opportunities and civic and quasi-public uses around urban transit stations,
while protecting and preserving surrounding low-density neighborhoods from the
encroachment of incompatible land uses.
Policy 3.15.3: Increase the density generally within one quarter mile of transit stations,
determining appropriate locations based on consideration of the surrounding land use
characteristics to improve their viability as new transit routes and stations are funded
in accordance with Policy 3.1.6.
The project supports the needs of existing and future residents by providing 262 new dwelling
units, with a unit mix of studios, one-bedroom units, one-bedroom units with a den, and twobedroom units. The existing site is developed solely with commercial uses and does not contain
any residential dwelling units. The new residents will be located within a designated Transit
Priority Area and a Tier 4 Transit Oriented Communities project area that offers easy access to
numerous transit options to the employment center of downtown Los Angeles as well other areas
of the City. The commercial retail located on the project’s ground floor will serve the
neighborhood’s retail needs. The project is proper in relation to the project’s location within the
Regional Center Commercial land use designation, and in its proximity to local and regional transit
services, including the Metro B (Red) and D (Purple) subway lines at the Wilshire and Vermont
Metro Station located two (2) blocks to the west of the project site along Wilshire Boulevard. The
project orients the commercial use toward Wilshire Boulevard preserving the character of the
neighborhoods along Wilshire Place and Sunset Place. Therefore, the project is consistent with
the goals, objectives, and policies of the General Plan Framework Element.
Additionally, the proposed project meets the goals and objectives identified in the General Plan
Housing Element. The Housing Element is the City's blueprint for meeting housing and growth
challenges. It identifies the City's housing conditions and needs, reiterates goals, objectives, and
policies that are the foundation of the City's housing and growth strategy, and provides the array
of programs the City has committed to implement to create sustainable, mixed income
neighborhoods across the City. The project is consistent with the following objectives, policies
and programs:
Goal 1: Housing Production and Preservation
Objective 1.1: Produce an adequate supply of rental and ownership housing in order to
meet current and projected needs.
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Goal 2: Safe, Livable, and Sustainable Neighborhoods
Objective 2.4: Promote livable neighborhoods with a mix of housing types, quality design
and a scale and character that respects unique residential neighborhoods in the City.
The proposed project will add 262 new dwelling units to the City’s housing stock with a unit mix
of studios, one-bedroom units, one-bedroom units with a den, and two-bedroom units. The project
consists of an eight-story mixed-use building. The project site is currently improved with 100percent commercial uses and has no residential dwelling units. Adjacent structures range from
17-stories to three-stories. The design and scale of the proposed development is consistent with
the neighborhood character of Koreatown. In designating the site for regional center commercial
that allows for multi-family densities, the Housing Element anticipated and analyzed
environmental impacts based on the maximum allowable density for the project site and the
surrounding area. This is consistent with the goals and objectives of the Housing Element.
Appeal Point 2:
The City’s determination fails to take into account Goal 1, Objective 1-1, and Objective 1-4 Policy
1-4.2 of the Wilshire Community Plan. The City fails to evaluate the displacement of low-income
residents caused by the influx of market rate units. The project does not provide any affordable
units.
Staff Response:
The appellant further contends that the influx of new market rate units will displace low-income
residents. The project will be adding 262 new dwellings on a site that is current developed with
100-percent commercial uses. There are no existing residential uses on the project site and as
previous stated, there have been no residential uses on the site since 1955.
The appellant's subjective argument is based on their belief that influx of market rate units is
inconsistent with the Wilshire Community Plan. However, as stated in the Director’s
Determination, the proposed project meets the goals and objectives identified in the Wilshire
Community Plan and the Wilshire Center / Koreatown Redevelopment Plan. The proposed project
meets the following goals, objectives, and policies identified in the Wilshire Community Plan:
Goal 1: Provide a safe, secure, and high quality residential environment for all economic, age,
and ethnic segments of the Wilshire community.
Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the
development of new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the
existing residents and expected new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area to the
year 2010.
Policy 1-1.1: Protect existing stable single family and low density residential
neighborhoods from encroachment by higher density residential uses and other uses
that are incompatible as to scale and character, or would otherwise diminish quality of
life.
Policy 1-1.3: Provide for adequate Multiple Family residential development.
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Policy 1-1.4: Provide for housing along mixed-use boulevards where appropriate.
Objective 1-2: Reduce vehicular trips and congestion by developing new housing in close
proximity to regional and community commercial centers, subway stations and existing
bus route stops.
Policy 1-2.1: Encourage higher density residential uses near major public
transportation centers.
Objective 1-4: Provide affordable housing and increased accessibility to more population
segments, especially students, the handicapped and senior citizens.
Policy 1-4.1: Promote greater individual choice in type, quality, price, and location of
housing.
Policy 1-4.2: Ensure that new housing opportunities minimize displacement of
residents.
Policy 1-4.3: Encourage multiple family residential and mixed use development in
commercial zones.
Goal 2: Encourage strong and competitive commercial sectors which promote economic
vitality and serve the needs of the Wilshire community through well-designed, safe and
accessible areas, while preserving historic and cultural character.
Objective 2-1: Preserve and strengthen viable commercial development and provide
additional opportunities for new commercial development and services within existing
commercial areas.
Policy 2-1.1: New commercial uses should be located in existing established
commercial areas or shopping centers.
Policy 2-1.2: Protect existing and planned commercially zoned areas, especially in
Regional Commercial Centers, from encroachment by stand alone residential
development by adhering to the community plan land use designations.
Objective 2-2: Promote distinctive commercial districts and pedestrian-oriented areas.
Policy 2-2.1: Encourage pedestrian-oriented design in designated areas and in new
development
Policy 2-2.3: Encourage the incorporation of retail, restaurant, and other
neighborhood serving uses in the first floor street frontage of structures, including
mixed use projects located in Neighborhood Districts.
The project is located in an area that is improved with multi-story commercial and mixed-use
developments with office buildings and neighborhood serving commercial uses ranging in height
from 17-stories to three-stories, as well as two- to four-story multifamily residential structures. The
project increases the housing stock and promotes greater individual choice in new housing to
meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the existing residents and expected new
residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area by providing 262 new dwelling units in a mixed-
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use project on a site that presently only has commercial uses and no residential dwellings. The
unit mix consists of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom units, 24 one-bedroom units with a den, and 35
two-bedroom units.
The project will enhance the visual appearance of the neighborhood through architectural design,
features, and streetscape improvements, including the planting of three (3) new street trees to
supplement the 14 existing street trees that are to be remain. Additionally, the project adding
another 63 trees on the site as part of the project.
The project is located approximately 1,000 feet from the Wilshire/Vermont Metro subway stop,
with access to the Purple (D) and Red (B) Lines. Bus stops for the Metro Rapid 720 and 754 lines
are also located at the intersection of Vermont Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard, as are stops for
Metro 20, 51, 52, 201, 204, and 351 bus lines. A stop for Metro bus line 20 is also located
approximately 250 feet from the project site. This proximity to transit reduces vehicular trips to
and from the project site and congestion around the site.
The proposed mixed-use project protects Wilshire Boulevard from stand-alone residential
developments, strengthens the viability of existing commercial development and creates new
economic opportunities that will serve the needs of the community through the construction of
262 new dwelling units and 9,998 square feet of commercial office space. The neighborhood
oriented commercial retail space provided by the project on the ground floor fronts Wilshire
Boulevard and the southeast corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Wilshire Place thereby directing
the project’s commercial use toward the major commercial corridor of Wilshire Boulevard and
away from the more neighborhood-oriented streets of Sunset Place and Wilshire Place.
The project site is located within the Wilshire Center / Koreatown Redevelopment Project Area.
As such the project was reviewed for compliance with the Redevelopment Plan. On May 4, 2020,
the project was found to be consistent with the Redevelopment Plan, Case Number PAR-20202832.
Additionally, the project was not required to provide affordable units nor did the applicant seek
relief from zoning and design standards based on providing affordable units.
Therefore, the 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 new market-rate
dwelling units mixed-use project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and
provisions of the Wilshire Community Plan and the Wilshire Center / Koreatown Redevelopment
Plan.
Appeal Point 3:
The Appellant objects to the City’s CEQA determination upon which the Site Plan Review is based
upon, pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05A. The Appellant states that the proposed project does not
qualify for a Class 32 (In-Fill Project) Categorical Exemption due to cumulative effects surrounding
past, present and future projects based upon list of 14 projects within a 0.7-mile radius of the
proposed project site.
Additionally, environmental impacts should not be based upon pre-Covid levels of public transit
ridership due to declining public ridership.
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Staff Response:
The appellant identifies 14 projects within a 0.7-mile radius that have been approved or proposed
over the last four (4) years and argues that the City has failed to consider the cumulative impacts
of all 14 projects.
A local agency’s determination that the project falls within a categorical exemption includes an
implied finding that none of the exceptions identified in the CEQA Guidelines apply. Instead, the
burden shifts to the challenging party to produce evidence showing that one of the exceptions
applies to take the project out of the exempt category. (Berkley Hillside Preservation v. City of
Berkley (2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086; San Francisco Beautiful v. City and County of San Francisco
(2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1012, 1022-23.) Here, the Appellant has not met its burden as no facts
were submitted in the administrative record to conclude that there will be a cumulative impact of
successive projects of the same type in the same place, over time that is significant. The
cumulative impact exception applies when the environmental impact at issue generally affects the
environment in general and does not apply to activity that has an impact on only some particular
persons. (Santa Monica Chamber of Commerce v. City of Santa Monica (2002) 101 Cal.App.4th
786, 799.) Speculation that significant cumulative impacts will occur simply because other
development projects may be or were previously approved in the same area is insufficient to
trigger this exception. Simply listing other projects occurring in the area that might cause
significant cumulative impacts is not evidence that the proposed project will have adverse impacts
or that the impacts are cumulatively considerable. (Hines v. California Coastal Comm’n (2010)
186 Cal.App.4th 830, 857.)
As demonstrated in the Class 32 Justification for Project Exemption Case No. ENV-2020-3262CE (Exhibit E), the proposed project meets all criteria to qualify as an infill site under the Class 32
CEQA Exemption, California Environmental Quality Act & CEQA Guidelines Section 15332.
Relevant to this matter, CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2(b) states that a categorical exemption
is inapplicable “when the cumulative impact of successive projects of the same type in the same
place, over time is significant.” CEQA Guidelines Sections 15065(a)(3) and 15064(h) state that a
"cumulatively considerable" impact means that the incremental effects of an individual project are
significant when viewed in connection with the effects of other related projects.
The Appellant has submitted no evidence that there will be a cumulative adverse impact caused
by the proposed project and other projects of the same type in the same place over time that is
significant. Moreover, the Appellant does not state which cumulative effects are at issue or provide
any supporting facts regarding those impacts.
As set forth in the administrative record, the proposed project and other projects in the vicinity
area are subject to Regulatory Compliance Measures (RCMs) related to air quality, noise,
hazardous materials, geology, and transportation. Numerous RCMs in the City’s Municipal Code
and State law provide requirements for construction activities and ensure impacts from
construction related air quality, noise, traffic, and parking are less than significant. For example,
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has District Rules related to dust
control during construction, type and emission of construction vehicles, architectural coating, and
air pollution. All projects are subject to the City’s Noise Ordinance No. 144,331, which regulates
construction equipment and maximum noise levels during construction and operation.
Additionally, the Appellant lists 14 projects that are within a 0.7-mile radius, which is equivalent to
3,696 feet. However, Appellant’s a 0.7-mile radius appears arbitrary and speculative in nature.
The radius to be studied depends on the impact at issue. Here, the appellant has not identified
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which cumulative impacts, e.g., noise, aesthetics, dust, are at issue. Additionally, “in the same
place” means the area where a particular project impact will occur, not the environment in general.
See Robinson v. City and County of San Francisco (2012) 208 Cal.App.4th 950, 958.
Furthermore, the applicant submitted a Transportation Assessment Screening memo by Fehr &
Peers showing the project did not require further analysis. The Transportation Assessment Form
was signed by the LADOT on August 5, 2020. Ambient Noise Modeling, a Vibration Impact
Analysis, and Air Quality Technical Modeling were produced by Douglas Kim & Associates, LLC
that demonstrated the proposed project will not have a significant impact upon the environment.
Furthermore, the applicant submitted a Historical Resources Assessment (HRA) demonstrating
that the project site is not an eligible historic resource and will not impact adjacent historic
resources. On October 20, 2020, the Office of Historic Resources sent Project Planning an email
concurring with the conclusions of the HRA. Additionally, the applicant has submitted letters from
various City agencies stating the project will be adequately served by parks, libraries, wastewater
and water supplies. All technical studies and agency letters can be found in project file for Case
No. ENV-2020-3262-CE.
While project-specific environmental impacts are easy to identify and consider (because the
analysis is of one (1) project and one (1) project site), potential cumulative environmental impacts,
resulting from various projects, requires a more deliberate review. With regard to the 14 projects
identified by the appellant, one (1) has been approved and constructed, six (6) have been
approved and under various stages of construction, two (2) have been entitled but have not begun
construction, one (1) was for a duplicative address, one (1) was entitled and not constructed but
is seeking a new entitlement, and three (3) are currently under review to be entitled. Then,
considering which category of environmental impact being analyzed, a project’s timeline and its
location help determine whether a related project need be considered for the purposes of
cumulative impact analysis. In other words, the potential noise or air quality impacts due to the
construction of one (1) project may not result in a cumulative the potential noise and air quality
impacts of another project due to such projects not being immediately adjacent to each other or
even constructed at the same time.
With regard to the 14 purportedly related projects identified by the appellant, the appellant listed
each project being over 0.2 mile, which is greater than 1,000 feet, from the subject project. The
furthest projects listed from the subject site are 0.7 miles, or 3,696 feet.
Noise levels typically drop off at a rate of 6 dBA per doubling of distance from a noise source.
Noise levels may also be reduced by intervening structures. Generally, a single row of buildings
between the receptor and the noise source reduces the noise level by about 5 dBA, while a solid
wall or berm can reduce noise levels by 5 to 10 dBA. Therefore, given that the project site is
located in an urbanized area surrounded by existing structures, and the closest related project is
over 1,000 feet from the subject site, the proposed project would not result in cumulative noise
impacts.
For air quality cumulative analysis, typically a varying 500- to 1,000-foot radius would apply for a
mid-sized residential project, such as being proposed. A larger radius would apply to projects
which would likely have greater air quality impacts, such as mining facilities or factories. Again,
one (1) of the related projects are within 1,000 feet, and that project has not been approved and
is under discretionary review.
In conclusion, the Appellant has failed to provide substantial evidence demonstrating that the
Class 32 Categorical Exemption for the Project is deficient. The CEQA Determination includes
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substantial evidence that the Class 32 Categorical Exemption applies to the proposed project and
that no exceptions to the categorical exemption apply.
Therefore, the record demonstrates that the Project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption
and the Site Plan Review correctly relies on this environmental analysis relative to the proposed
project at 3016 Wilshire Boulevard.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION
For reasons stated herein, it is submitted that the Director of Planning acted reasonably in
conditionally approving a Site Plan Review for the construction, use and maintenance of a mixeduse building containing 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 market-rate
dwelling units. Based on the complete plans submitted by the applicant and considering the
appellant’s arguments for appeal, staff finds that the project meets the required findings.
Staff recommends that the Los Angeles City Planning Commission deny the appeal, determine
that the project is categorically exempt from CEQA as a Class 32 In-fill Project, sustain the action
of the Director of Planning in approving a Site Plan Review, and adopt the Director of Planning’s
Conditions of Approval and Findings.
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Project Description:
3020 Wilshire is a mixed-use 8 story building with 262 apartment community that consists of 5 levels of type
III-A wood framed construction over 3 levels of Type I-A concrete podium with retail and parking garage use
and a single level of existing subterranean garage. The new residential units will feature a combination of
studio, 1 bedroom, and 2 bedroom units. The project includes approximately 369 parking stalls located on the
interior of the building and screened from public view. The building will offer approximately 10,000 sf of
amenity space including decks that look towards downtown LA skyline and Wilshire Blvd.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
THE LAND REFERRED TO HEREIN BELOW IS SITUATED IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, IN THE COUNTY OF
LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AND IS DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
PARCEL 1:
LOT 1 AND THE NORTHERLY 30 FEET OF LOT 2 OF WLLSHIRE PLACE, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES,
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 6 PACE 52 OF MAPS,
IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY.
PARCEL 2:
THE SOUTH HALF OF LOT 2 AND ALL OF LOTS 3 AND 4 OF WILSHIRE PLACE, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES,
COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 6 PACE 52 OF MAPS,
IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY.
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PARCEL 3:
LOT 15 OF THE SUNSET PARK TRACT, IN THE CITY OF LOS ANGELES, COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATE OF
CALIFORNIA, AS PER MAP RECORDED IN BOOK 6 PAGE 69 OF MAPS, IN THE OFFICE OF THE COUNTY
RECORDER OF SAID COUNTY.
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DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA

PERSPECTIVE

A207

1'-0"

TROPICAL GARDEN LANDSCAPE: LEVEL 3
SEE SHEET L-4.

SOUTH ROOF DECK LANDSCAPE: LEVEL 8

SUNSET PL

WILSHIRE BLVD

SEE ENLARGEMENT SHEET L-6.

TREE COUNT SUMMARY
TOTAL NO. OF UNITS

= 262

NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN.) REQUIRED
1 PER 4 UNITS

= 65

NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED:
LEVEL 1 (NEW STREET TREES @ 25' O.C.)
LEVEL 3
LEVEL 8

=3
= 35
= 27

TOTAL PROVIDED

= 65

OUTDOOR COMMON OPEN SPACE

STREET LANDSCAPE: LEVEL 1
SEE SHEET L-2.

TOTAL OUTDOOR COMMON OPEN SPACE PROVIDED

= 12,934 S.F.

MINIMUM (25%) REQUIRED LANDSCAPE AREA

= 3,234 S.F.

LANDSCAPE AREA PROVIDED IN
OUTDOOR COMMON OPEN SPACE

= 3,234 S.F.

GENERAL NOTES:
1.
2.
3.

WILSHIRE PL

4.
5.

WEST ROOF DECK LANDSCAPE: LEVEL 8

POOL DECK LANDSCAPE: LEVEL 3

SEE ENLARGEMENT ON SHEET L-5.

SEE ENLARGEMENT ON SHEET L-3.

6.
7.

EXHIBIT "AJJ
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ALL LANDSCAPE AREAS WILL BE IRRIGATED W/ A HIGH EFFICIENCY
IRRIGATION W/ SMART IRRIGATION CONTROLS.
ALL PLANTING & IRRIGATION SHALL COMPLY WITH CITY OF LOS ANGELES
REQUIREMENTS.
IRRIGATION DESIGN WILL INCORPORATE EPA WATERSENSE
SPECIFICATIONS
STREET TREES SHALL BE SELECTED AND INSTALLED PER CITY OF LOS
ANGELES DEPARTMENT OF URBAN FORESTRY.
ALL NEW PLANTED AREAS TO BE HEAVILY MULCHED FOR WATER
CONSERVATION.
THERE ARE NO SIGNIFICANT TREES TO BE REMOVED ON THE SITE.
THERE ARE NO PROTECTED TREES ON THE SITE.

WATER CONSERVATION STATEMENT:
ALL LANDSCAPE WILL BE SPECIFIED, PLANTED & IRRIGATED ACCORDING TO
XERISCAPE DESIGN PRINIPLES WHICH INCLUDE: THE PREDOMINANT USE OF
DROUGHT TOLERANT PLANT MATERIALS; THE PRACTICE OF HYDROZONING OR
GROUPING PLANTS WITH SIMILAR WATER REQUIREMENTS TOGETHER; MINIMIZING
TURF AREAS AND THE EFFICIENT APPLICATION OF WATER BY USING MATCH
PRECIPITATION HEADS, DRIP LINE, SEPARATE VALVES FOR TURF AND GROUND
COVER AREAS AND RAIN SHUT OFF DEVICES. THIS PROJECT WILL COMPLY WITH THE
STATE WATER CONSERVATION ORDINANCE EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2010.

Composite Plan
1" = 30'-0"

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD

Composite Landscape plan

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90010

3020 WILSHIRE, LLC
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0'

L1

PLANT LEGEND - LEVEL 1
1'-0"

BOTANICAL NAME
"COMMON NAME"

SYMBOL

TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (3 TOTAL)
NEW STREET TREE PER DEPARTMENT OF URBAN
FORESTRY

EXISTING TREES

NEW STREET TREE PER LOS
ANGELES DEPARTMENT
OF URBAN FORESTRY

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

CINNAMOMUM CAMPHORA
PROTECT IN PLACE

LAGERSTROEMIA INDICA
PROTECT IN PLACE

CINNAMOMUM CAMPHORA
TO BE REMOVED

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(LAGERSTOEMIA)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(LAGERSTOEMIA)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)
NEW STREET TREE PER LOS
ANGELES DEPARTMENT
OF URBAN FORESTRY

WILSHIRE BLVD

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)
STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(LAGERSTOEMIA)

SUNSET PL
STREET TREE TO BE REMOVED
(CAMPHOR)

WILSHIRE PL
STREET TREE
TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE
TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE
TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE
TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

STREET TREE TO REMAIN
(CAMPHOR)

Case No.

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA

TOTAL NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN) REQUIRED: 65

(SEE SHEET L-1 FOR TOTAL NO. OF TREES AT EACH LEVEL)

NEW STREET TREE PER LOS
ANGELES DEPARTMENT
OF URBAN FORESTRY

Level 1
1" = 30'-0"

Level 01

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90010

3020 WILSHIRE, LLC
togawa smith martin, inc. | www.tsminc.com
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NO. OF REQUIRED TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED: 3

STREET TREE TO BE REMOVED
(CAMPHOR)

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD
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0'

L2

NOTE: PLANTS SHALL BE CHOSEN FROM THE PLANT
LEGEND. ALL PLANT TYPES MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED.
PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

PLANT LEGEND - LEVEL 3
POOL DECK

BAR COUNTER

SYMBOL

BOTANICAL NAME
"COMMON NAME"

FOCAL TREE - 36" BOX MIN. (2 TOTAL)
LAURUS NOBILIS
"BAY LAUREL"
MAGNOLIA GRANDIFLORA
"SOUTHERN MAGNOLIA"
OLEA EUROPAEA
"COMMON OLIVE"

BARBEQUE
COUNTER

VERTICAL ACCENT TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (6 TOTAL)
CUPRESSUS SEMPERVIRENS
"ITALIAN CYPRESS"
CHORISIA SPECIOSA
"SILK FLOSS"

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

DINING AREA

MELALEUCA QUINQUENERVIA
"BROAD-LEAVED PAPERBARK"

BBQ & BAR COUNTER

24" HT. PLANTER

SMALL SUN TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (8 TOTAL)
ARBUTUS 'MARINA'
"STRAWBERRY TREE"

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

DOUBLE-SIDED FIREPLACE
WITH BENCH/HEARTH

RAMP UP

ACCA SELLOWIANA
"PINEAPPLE GUAVA"
LAGERSTROEMIA INDICA SPECIES
"CRAPE MYRTLE"
TABEBUIA IMPETIGINOSA
"PINK TRUMPET TREE"

STEPS UP

SMALL TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (8 TOTAL)
ACER PALMATUM SPECIES
"JAPANESE MAPLE"

5' HT. POOL ENCLOSURE
24" HT. PLANTER

ARBUTUS UNEDO 'COMPACTA'
"DWARF STRAWBERRY TREE"
CERCIS OCCIDENTALIS
"WESTERN REDBUD"
ERIOBOTRYA 'COPPERTONE'
"COPPERTONE LOQUAT"
LAGERSTROEMIA 'CATAWBA'
"CATAWBA CRAPE MYRTLE"

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

PODOCARPUS HENKELII
"LONG-LEAFED YELLOWWOOD"
RHAPHIOLEPIS 'MAJESTIC BEAUTY'
"MAJESTIC BEAUTY INDIAN HAWTHORN"

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

POOL
18' x 38'

RHAPIS HUMILIS
"LADY PALM"

SHRUBS AND GROUND COVERS

BALCONIES
ABOVE, TYP.

ANIGOZANTHOS SPECIES
"KANGAROO PAW"
CHONDROPETALUM SPECIES
"CAPE RUSH"
CLIVIA MINIATA
"BUSH LILY"

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

EXHIBIT "AJJ

Page No. _22_ of _26_
CABANAS, TYP.

SPA
8' x 8'

SUN SIDE

Case No.

SHADE SIDE

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA

CORDYLINE AUSTRALIS
"CABBAGE TREE"
DIETES SPECIES
"FORTNIGHT LILY"
FATSIA JAPONICA
"GLOSSY-LEAF PAPERPLANT"
LAVANDULA SPECIES
"LAVENDER"

TOTAL NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN) REQUIRED: 65

LOROPETALUM CHINENSE
"CHINESE FRINGE FLOWER"

NO. OF REQUIRED TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED: 24

NANDINA DOMESTICA SPECIES
"HEAVENLY BAMBOO"

(SEE SHEET L-1 FOR TOTAL NO. OF TREES AT EACH LEVEL)

PITTOSPORUM CRASSIFOLIUM 'NANA'
"DWARF KARO"
PITTOSPORUM TOBIRA SPECIES
"JAPANESE CHEESEWOOD"

Level 3
1
16" = 1'-0"

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD

Pool Deck

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD, LOS ANGELES, CA, 90010

3020 WILSHIRE, LLC
togawa smith martin, inc. | www.tsminc.com
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STRELITZIA REGINAE
"BIRD OF PARADISE"

0'

L3

PLANTER WITH
42" SOIL DEPTH

BUILT-IN
BENCH

SITTING
NOOKS

NOTE: PLANTS SHALL BE CHOSEN FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST.
ALL PLANT TYPES MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED.

PLANT LEGEND - LEVEL 3
TROPICAL GARDEN
SYMBOL

BOTANICAL NAME
"COMMON NAME"

TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (11 TOTAL)
BAMBUSA SPECIES
"BAMBOO"
RHAPIS HUMILIS
"LADY PALM"
CARYOTA URENS
"FISHTAIL PALM"
DICKSONIA ANTARCTICA
"TASMANIAN TREE FERN"
SCHEFFLERA ACTINOPHYLLA
"UMBRELLA TREE"

SHRUBS, FERNS, AND GROUND COVERS
ASPIDISTRA ELATIOR
"CAST-IRON PLANT"
CYRTOMIUM FALCATUM
"HOLLY FERN"
DIANELLA SPECIES
"FLAX LILY"
FATSIA JAPONICA
"PAPER PLANT"
LIRIOPE SPECIES
"LILY TURF"
OPHIOPOGON JAPONICUS
"MONDO GRASS"
PITTOSPORUM TOBIRA SPECIES
"JAPANESE CHEESEWOOD"
TRACHELOSERMUM JASMINOIDES
"STAR JASMINE"

EXHIBIT "AJJ
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TOTAL NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN) REQUIRED: 65
NO. OF REQUIRED TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED: 11
(SEE SHEET L-1 FOR TOTAL NO. OF TREES AT EACH LEVEL)

Level 3
1
8" = 1'-0"

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD

Tropical Garden Courtyard
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0'

L4

DINING ROOM WITH
BBQ COUNTER, TABLES,
CHAIRS, AND
PORCELAIN TILE

ARTIFICIAL TURF

GAME ROOM WITH GAME TABLES,
PING PONG, BEAN BAGS, DAYBEDS,
ADIRONDACK CHAIRS, AND FOR
EXERCISING

NOTE: PLANTS SHALL BE CHOSEN FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST.
ALL PLANT TYPES MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED.

PLANT LEGEND - LEVEL 8
RECREATION ROOMS
SYMBOL

BOTANICAL NAME
"COMMON NAME"

TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (12 TOTAL)
DRACAENA DRACO
"DRAGON TREE"

PROPOSED ACCESS
POINTS FROM CORRIDOR

JUNIPERUS CHINENSIS 'TORULOSA'
"HOLLYWOOD JUNIPER"
PLUMERIA SPECIES
"FRANGIPANI"
CERCIDIUM 'DESERT MUSEUM'
"DESERT MUSEUM PALO VERDE"
CITRUS SPECIES
MELALEUCA NESOPHILA
"PINK MELALEUCA"

GREEN ROOF MODULES - 6"-8" DEEP

655 S.F.
ALOE STRIATA ACCENT WITH
SEDUM RUPESTRE MIX GROUNDCOVER

315 S.F.
PLANTING IN GREEN
ROOF TRAYS, TYP.

CHONDROPETALUM TECTORUM
"SMALL CAPE RUSH"
DIANELLA 'CLARITY BLUE'
"CLARITY BLUE FLAX LILY"
DIANELLA CAERULEA 'CASSA BLUE'
w. SEDUM 'BLUE SPRUCE' AT BASE
ECHEVERIA 'AFTERGLOW'
"AFTERGLOW ECHEVERIA"
LAVANDULA ANGUSTIFOLIA
"ENGLISH LAVENDER"
MUHLENBERGIA CAPILLARIS
"PINK MUHLY"
PHORMIUM 'PLATT'S BLACK'
"PLATT'S BLACK"

42" HT. GUARDRAIL
TO SEPARATE ROOMS

PHORMIUM 'SURFER'
"SURFER NEW ZEALAND FLAX"

FIBERGLASS PLANTER
WITH 42" SOIL DEPTH, TYP.

SEDUM REFLEXUM 'BLUE SPRUCE'
"BLUE SPRUCE STONE CROP"
SESLERIA AUTUMNALIS
"AUTUMN MOOR GRASS"

EXHIBIT "AJJ
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Level 8
1
8" = 1'-0"

3020 WILSHIRE BLVD
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0'

TOTAL NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN) REQUIRED: 65
NO. OF REQUIRED TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED: 12
(SEE SHEET L-1 FOR TOTAL NO. OF TREES AT EACH LEVEL)

RECREATION ROOMS
West Roof Deck

L5

NOTE: PLANTS SHALL BE CHOSEN FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST.
ALL PLANT TYPES MAY NOT BE SPECIFIED.
BARBEQUE + SINK COUNTER
WITH BAR SEATING, T.V.
MONITOR ON WALL, AND
STRING LIGHT CANOPY

PLANT LEGEND - LEVEL 8
OUTDOOR DINING/PARTY SPACES
SYMBOL

BOTANICAL NAME
"COMMON NAME"

TREES - 24" BOX MIN. (15 TOTAL)
FIBERGLASS PLANTER
WITH 42" SOIL DEPTH

ARBUTUS 'MARINA'
"STRAWBERRY TREE"
ACCA SELLOWIANA
"PINEAPPLE GUAVA"

PLANTING IN GREEN
ROOF TRAYS, TYP.

TABEBUIA SPECIES
"TRUMPET TREE"
CERCIDIUM 'DESERT MUSEUM'
"DESERT MUSEUM PALO VERDE"

SITTING NOOKS, TYP.

LAGERSTROEMIA INDICA 'TUSCARORA'
"TUSCARORA CRAPE MYRTLE"
OLEA EUROPAEA
"COMMON OLIVE"

42" HT. GUARDRAIL TO
CREATE 4' ACCESS
OPENINGS, TYP.

RHUS LANCEA
"AFRICAN SUMAC"

GREEN ROOF MODULES - 6"-8" DEEP
ALOE STRIATA ACCENT WITH
SEDUM RUPESTRE MIX GROUNDCOVER

BARBEQUE COUNTER WITH
BAR SEATING, T.V. MONITOR
ON WALL, AND STRING
LIGHT CANOPY

CHONDROPETALUM TECTORUM
"SMALL CAPE RUSH"
DIANELLA 'CLARITY BLUE'
"CLARITY BLUE FLAX LILY"

DINING TABLES, TYP.

DIANELLA CAERULEA 'CASSA BLUE'
w. SEDUM 'BLUE SPRUCE' AT BASE

PROPOSED ACCESS
POINTS FROM
CORRIDOR, TYP.

ECHEVERIA 'AFTERGLOW'
"AFTERGLOW ECHEVERIA"
LAVANDULA ANGUSTIFOLIA
"ENGLISH LAVENDER"
MUHLENBERGIA CAPILLARIS
"PINK MUHLY"

FLEX SPACE FOR LOUNGES,
DINING TABLES, DANCING,
CHESS TABLES, ETC.

PHORMIUM 'PLATT'S BLACK'
"PLATT'S BLACK"
PHORMIUM 'SURFER'
"SURFER NEW ZEALAND FLAX"
SEDUM REFLEXUM 'BLUE SPRUCE'
"BLUE SPRUCE STONE CROP"
SESLERIA AUTUMNALIS
"AUTUMN MOOR GRASS"

FIREPLACE WITH TV
ON WALL

TOTAL NO. OF TREES (24" BOX MIN) REQUIRED: 65
NO. OF REQUIRED TREES (24" BOX MIN.) PROVIDED: 15
(SEE SHEET L-1 FOR TOTAL NO. OF TREES AT EACH LEVEL)
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DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit B: Appeal Application
APPLICATIONS:

Related Code Section: Refer to the City Planning case determination to identify the Zone Code section for the entitlement
and the appeal procedure.
Purpose: This application is for the appeal of Department of City Planning determinations authorized by the Los Angeles
Municipal Code (LAMC).
A. APPELLATE BODY/CASE INFORMATION
1.

APPELLATE BODY

D Area Planning Commission
D Zoning Administrator

D

City Planning Commission

121

City Council

D

Director of Planning

Regarding Case Number: DIR-2020-3 26 1-SPR--VHCA
Project Address: 3016-3020 W. Wilshire Blvd.,; 65 4-6 70 S. Wilshire Pl.; 2915-2921 W. Sunset Place
Final Date to Appeal: _0 _7 /_07_ /_ 20
_ 2
_ 1_ ________________________
2. APPELLANT
Appellant Identity:
(check all that apply)

□
□

Representative
Applicant

□
□

Property Owner
Operator of the Use/ Site

� Person, other than the Applicant, Owner or Operator claiming to be aggrieved
on behalf of Coalition for an Equitable Westlake Macarthur Park

□ Person affected by the determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
□
□

Representative
Applicant

□
□

Owner
Operator

121 Aggrieved Party

3. APPELLANT INFORMATION
Appellant's Name: Enrique Velasquez
Company /Organization: Coalition for An Equitable Westlake Macarthur Park
Mailing Address: 1644 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 21 O
City: Los Angeles

State: ...:CA
:..;. .:..__ _________

Telephone: (323) 605-8393

Zip: 90017

E-mail: kikevelasguez@gmail.com

a. Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?

□ Self

121 Other:

Coalition for An Equitable Westlake Macarthur Park

b. Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant's position?

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)

□ Yes

121

No

Page 1 of 4

4. REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION
Representative/Agent name (if applicable): _____________________
Company: ------------------------------Mailing Address: _____________________________
City: ____________ State: ___________. Zip: _ _____
Telephone: _____________ E-mail: ________________
5. JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL
a. Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?
b. Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

D

□

Entire

121 Part

Yes

Ill No

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: ______________________
Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

□
□

The reason for the appeal
Specifically the points at issue

□
□

How you are aggrieved by the decision
Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

6. APPLICANT'S AFFIDAVIT
I certify that the statements contained in this application are complete and true:
Appellant Signature:

.J: '

/1/i

� l/e«U9"2:

07/07/2021 19:28 UTC

Date: _________

GENERAL APPEAL RLING REQUIREMENTS
I
B. ALL CASES REQUIRE THE FOLLOWING ITEMS - SEE THE ADD"1ONAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR SPECIFIC CASE TYPES
1. Appeal Documents
a. Three (3) sets - The following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 2 duplicates)
Each case being appealed is required to provide three (3) sets of the listed documents.

□

D
D

Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
Justification/Reason for Appeal
Copies of Original Determination Letter

b. Electronic Copy
D Provide an electronic copy of your appeal documents on a flash drive (planning staff will upload materials
during filing and return the flash drive to you) or a CD (which will remain in the file). The following items must
be saved as individual PDFs and labeled accordingly (e.g. "Appeal Form.pdr, "Justification/Reason
Statement.pdr, or "Original Determination Letter.pdf' etc.). No file should exceed 9.8 MB In size.
c. Appeal Fee
D Original Applicant - A fee equal to 85% of the original application fee, provide a copy of the original application
receipt(s) to calculate the fee per LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.
D Aggrieved Party - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.
d. Notice Requirement
D Mailing List - All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide
noticing per the LAMC
Mailing Fee - The appeal notice mailing fee is paid by the project applicant, payment is made to the City
Planning's mailing contractor (BTC), a copy of the receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

□

CP-7769 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)
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SPECIFIC CASE TYPES - APPEAL RUNG INFORMATION

C. DENSITY BONUS/ TRANSIT ORIENTED COMMUNITES (TOC)
1. Density Bonus/TOC
Appeal procedures for Density Bonusrroc per LAMC Section 12.22.A 25 (g) f.

NOTE:

- Density Bonus/TOC cases, only the on menu or additional incentives items can be appealed.
- Appeals of Density Bonusrroc cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation),
and always only appealable to the Citywide Planning Commission.

D

Provide documentation to confirm adjacent owner or tenant status, i.e., a lease agreement, rent receipt, utility
bill, property tax bill, ZIMAS, drivers license, bill statement etc.

D. WAIVER OF DEDICATION AND OR IMPROVEMENT
Appeal procedure for Waiver of Dedication or Improvement per LAMC Section 12.37 I.
NOTE:
- Waivers for By-Right Projects, can only be appealed by the owner.
- When a Waiver is on appeal and is part of a master land use application request or subdivider's statement for a
project, the applicant may appeal pursuant to the procedures that governs the entitlement.
E. TENTATIVE TRACTNESTING
1. Tentative Tract/Vesting • Appeal procedure for Tentative Tract /Vesting application per LAMC Section 17.54 A.
NOTE: Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City
Planning Commission must be filed within 1O days of the date of the written determination of said Commission.

D

Provide a copy of the written determination letter from Commission.

F. BUILDING AND SAFETY DETERMINATION

D

1. Appeal of the Department of Building and Safety determination, per LAMC 12.26 K 1, an appellant is considered the
Original Applicant and must provide noticing and pay mailing fees.
a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant - The fee charged shall be in accordance with LAMC Section 19.01B 2, as stated in the
Building and Safety determination letter, plus all surcharges. {the fee specified in Table 4-A, Section 98.0403.2 of the
City of Los Angeles Building Code)
b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing Fee -The applicant must pay mailing fees to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a
copy of receipt as proof of payment.

□

2. Appeal of the Director of City Planning determination per LAMC Section 12.26 K 6, an applicant or any other aggrieved
person may file an appeal, and is appealable to the Area Planning Commission or Citywide Planning Commission as
noted in the determination.
a. Appeal Fee
□ Original Applicant-The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1 a.
b. Notice Requirement
□ Mailing List-The appeal notification requirements per LAMC Section 12.26 K 7 apply.
□ Mailing Fees - The appeal notice mailing fee is made to City Planning's mailing contractor {BTC), a copy of
receipt must be submitted as proof of payment.

CP-n69 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)
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G. NUISANCE ABATEMENT
1. Nuisance Abatement - Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4
NOTE:
- Nuisance Abatement is only appealable to the City Council.
a. Appeal Fee
Aggrieved Party the fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B 1.

□

2. Plan Approval/Compliance Review
Appeal procedure for Nuisance Abatement Plan Approval/Compliance Review per LAMC Section 12.27.1 C 4.
a. Appeal Fee
D Compliance Review - The fee charged shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.
D Modification - The fee shall be in accordance with the LAMC Section 19.01 B.

NOTES
A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the CNC
may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only file as an
individual on behalf of self.

Please note that the appellate body must act on your appeal within a time period specified in the Section(s) of the
Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) pertaining to the type of appeal being filed. The Department of City Planning
will make its best efforts to have appeals scheduled prior to the appellate body's last day to act in order to provide
due process to the appellant. If the appellate body is unable to come to a consensus or is unable to hear and consider
the appeal prior to the last day to act, the appeal is automatically deemed denied, and the original decision will stand.
The last day to act as defined in the LAMC may only be extended if formally agreed upon by the applicant

Base Fee:
Receipt No:

□

Determination authority notified

CP-n69 Appeal Application Form (1/30/2020)

This Section for Cltv Plannlna Staff Use Onlv

Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):

Date:

Deemed Complete by (Projed Planner):

Date:

I

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)
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DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit B: Appeal Justification
July 7, 2021
Los Angeles City Council
200 N. Spring Street
Los Angeles, CA, 90012
Re:
Project Location:

Case Nos. CEQA No. ENV-2020-3262-CE; DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
3016-3020 W. Wilshire Blvd; 970-988 Manhattan Place;
2921 W. Sunset Pl. (“the Project”)

Dear Los Angeles City Council:
On behalf of Coalition for an Equitable Westlake/Macarthur Park (“Coalition”), an
unincorporated association of Macarthur Park and Koreatown tenants, we are writing to object to the
City’s determination upon which the Site Plan Review is based upon. The Project would replace the
current 81,569 commercial building and would replace it with a denser, mixed use building
consisting of 255,771 square feet. The Project is not in substantial conformance with the purpose,
intent and provisions of the general plan and Wilshire Center/Koreatown Recovery Redevelopment
Project as stated below.
Framework Element
The primary objective of the policies in the Framework Element are to support the viability of the
city’s residential neighborhoods and commercial districts.
Goal 3A articulates the goal of conserving existing residential neighborhoods. Goal 3C states that
goal of enhancing the quality of life for the city’s existing and future residents.
Project nonconformance with Plan: The city fails to evaluate the indirect displacement of low-income
residents caused by the influx of market rate units. The project fails to provide any affordable units
that would be accessible to low-income individuals.
Wilshire Community Plan
Goal 1: Provide a safe, secure, and high-quality residential environment for all economic. age, and
ethnic segments of the Wilshire community.
Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the development of
new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the existing residents and expected
new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area to the year 2010.
Objective 1-4: Provide affordable housing and increased accessibility to more population segments,
especially students, the handicapped and senior citizens.
Policy 1-4.2: Ensure that new housing opportunities minimize displacement of residents.
Project nonconformance with Plan: The city fails to evaluate the indirect displacement of low-income
residents caused by the influx of market rate units. The project fails to provide any affordable units
that would be accessible to low-income individuals.

Class 32 Categorical Exemption
A project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption if it is developed on an infill site
and meets certain criteria. However, before a project can be determined to qualify for a
categorical CEQA exemption, exceptions to the exemption, such as cumulative impacts, must be
considered. If an exception to a categorical exemption applies, CEQA review in the form of an
MND or EIR must be conducted. CEQA Guidelines section 15355 states: “Cumulative impacts
refer to two or more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or
which compound or increase other environmental impacts.”
The Project does not qualify for an exemption due to the cumulative effects of
surrounding past, current and future projects. Because the cumulative effect of the succession of
known projects of the same type and in the same place as the subject property, the Project fails to
qualify for the Class 32 exemption. As such the environmental findings upon which the Site Plan
Review approval is based on are flawed.
Additionally, any environmental impacts based on pre-Covid levels of public transit
ridership that do not take into account declining public ridership, which is expected to further
decline after Covid. https://caltransit.org/news-publications/publications/transit-california/transitcalifornia-archives/2019-editions/may/ridership-study-revisited;
https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2021-04-07/los-angeles-public-transit-crisis
Los Angeles Municipal Code Section 16.05(A) states that the purpose of a site plan review is
promote orderly development, evaluate and mitigate significant environmental impacts, and promote
public safety and the general welfare by ensuring that development projects are properly related to
their sites, surrounding properties, traffic circulation, sewers, other infrastructure and environmental
setting; and to control or mitigate the development of projects which are likely to have a significant
adverse effect on the environment as identified in the City’s environmental review process, or on
surrounding properties by reason of inadequate site planning or improvements.
Below the Coalition submits a list of past projects, current projects and future projects
spanning back to January 1, 2017, that contribute towards the cumulative impacts of the Project that
must be considered.

3020 W. Wilshire Blvd. (262 new units)
1
2
3
5
6
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Address of proposed projects
3100 W 8th St.
2649 W San Marino St.
689 S Catalina St.
2972 W 7th St.
2842 W James M. Wood Blvd
2847 W Leeward Ave.
2837 W San Marino St.
2972 W 7th St.
904 S New Hampshire Ave.
2766 W James M. Wood Blvd.
2954 W 8th St.
3150 W Wilshire Blvd.
2700 W 7th St.
2716 W James M. Wood Blvd.

Dist.
.7 miles
.7 miles
.6 miles
.2 miles
.5 miles
.3 miles
.6 miles
.2 miles
.7 miles
.5 miles
.4 miles
.2miles
.4 miles
.6 miles

Existing
none
4 units
None
None
None
None
2 units
None
10 units
5 units
None
None
6 units
2 units

Proposed
98 units
46 units
61 units
180 units
193 units
46 units
25 units
228 units
24 units
28 units
28 units
464 units
55 units
58 units

Increase
98 units
42 units
61 units
180 units
193 units
46 units
23 units
228 units
14 units
23 units
28 units
464 units
49 units
56 units

Case No.

VTT-74783
DIR-2017-243-DB
ZA-2017-4204-ZAA-SPR
ENV-2015-1705-MND-REC1
DIR-2018-309-TOC-SPR
ENV-2018-4838-EAF
DIR-2018-5664-TOC
DIR-2018-5945-TOC-SPR
DIR-2019-1200-TOC
DIR-2019-4023-TOC
ENV-2020-1275-EAF
ENV-2005-8703-EIR-ADD1
DIR-2020-5151-TOC-HCA
DIR-2020-5300-TOC-HCA

Totals

.7 miles Existing Proposed Increase
29 units 1,534
1,505
units
units

Note: These 17 projects
represent a net increase of 1,505
new units within .7 miles from
the project in question. When
adding the 262 units of this
project, we get a net increase of
1,767 new units to be built in
one of the most densely
populated areas of the City of
LA.

EXHIBIT C
DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-1A
VICINITY MAP, RADIUS MAP,
ZONING & LAND USE, AND
SITE PHOTOS

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit C: Vicinity Map

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit C: 500-Foot Radius Map
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Exhibit C: Zoning Map
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Exhibit C: Land Use Map

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit C: Site Photos
3020 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
Site Photo Index Map
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3020 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Site Photographs

1. Looking south.

2. Looking south.
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3. Looking east.

4. Looking east.
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5. Looking east.

6. Looking east.
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7. Looking northeast.

8. Looking northeast.
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9. Looking north.

10. Looking north.
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11. Looking south.

12. Looking south.
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13. Looking south.

14. Looking southwest.
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15. Looking west.

16. Looking west.
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17. Looking west.

18. Looking west.
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19. Looking west.

20. Looking west.
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21. Looking northwest.

22. Looking north.
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23. Looking north.

24. Looking north.
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25. Looking northeast.

26. Looking south.
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EXHIBIT D
DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-1A
LETTER OF
DETERMINATION,
JUNE 22, 2021

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA-A1
Exhibit D: Letter of Determination

DEPARTMENT OF
CITY PLANNING

COMMISSION OFFICE
(213) 978-1300

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

City of Los Angeles

200 N. SPRING STREET, ROOM 525
LOS ANGELES, CA 90012-4801

C ALIFORNIA

(213) 978-1271

CITY PLANNING COMMISSION

VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP

SAMANTHA MILLMAN
PRESIDENT

DIRECTOR

CAROLINE CHOE
VICE-PRESIDENT

KEVIN J. KELLER, AICP

HELEN LEUNG
KAREN MACK
DANA M. PERLMAN
YVETTE LOPEZ-LEDESMA
JENNA HORNSTOCK
RENEE DAKE WILSON
VACANT

EXECUTIVE OFFICER

SHANA M.M. BONSTIN

ERIC GARCETTI

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

MAYOR

ARTHI L. VARMA, AICP
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

LISA M. WEBBER, AICP
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

VACANT

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

SITE PLAN REVIEW
June 22, 2021
Applicant/Owner
3020 Wilshire, LLC
3470 Wilshire Blvd., 700
Los Angeles, CA 90010
Representative
Allen Park
3740 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010

Case No. DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
CEQA: ENV-2020-3262-CE
Location: 3016-3020 W Wilshire Blvd.,
654-670 S Wilshire Pl., 29152921 W. Sunset Pl.
Council District: 10 –Ridley-Thomas
Neighborhood Council Wilshire Center - Koreatown
Community Plan Area: Wilshire
Land Use Designation: Regional Center Commercial
Zone: C4-2
Legal Description: Lots 1, 2 Arb 1, 2 Arb 2, 3 &4
Wilshire Place Tract;
Lot 15 Arb 1, Sunset Park Tract
Last Day to File an Appeal:

July 7, 2020

DETERMINATION
Pursuant to LAMC Section 16.05.E, I have reviewed the proposed project and as the designee of
the Director of Planning, I hereby:
Determined based on the whole of the administrative record, the project is exempt
from the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332 (Class 32 Urban In-Fill Development), and
there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a categorical
exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies; and
Approve with Conditions a Site Plan Review for the construction, use, and
maintenance of a new mixed-used eight-story, 108-foot building with
approximately 253,771 square feet of floor area, including 9,998 square feet of
commercial use and 262 residential units on a 52,594 square-foot site in the C4-2
Zone.
Adopt the attached Findings and Conditions of Approval.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.22 A.31, the following conditions are hereby imposed upon the use
of the subject property
1. Site Development. Except as modified herein, the project shall be in substantial conformance
with the plans and materials submitted by the applicant, stamped “Exhibit A,” and attached to
the subject case file. No change to the plans will be made without prior review by the
Department of City Planning, Central Project Planning Division, and written approval by the
Director of Planning. Each change shall be identified and justified in writing. Minor deviations
may be allowed in order to comply with the provisions of the Municipal Code or the project
conditions.
2. Floor Area Ratio (FAR). The maximum FAR shall be limited to 4.83:1.
3. Residential Density. The project shall be limited to a maximum density of 262 residential
units.
4. Commercial Use Restrictions. The project shall be limited to 9,998 square feet of
commercial retail space.
5. Height. The project shall be limited to 108 feet height as measured from Grade to the highest
point of the roof structure.
6. Yards.
i.

Front Yard. The front yard setback along Wilshire Boulevard shall be 5 feet pursuant
to Ordinance 59,577.

ii.

Easterly Side Yard. The easterly side yard shall be 11 feet for the residential portion
of the project pursuant to LAMC Section 12.16 C.2.

iii.

Southerly and Westerly Yards. The residential southerly and westerly yards shall be
zero (0) feet pursuant to LAMC 12.22 A.18.

7. Parking.
i.

Automobile Parking. Commercial and residential automobile parking shall be
provided consistent with LAMC 12.21.A.4.

ii.

Electric Vehicle Parking. Electric Vehicle Parking shall be provided pursuant with
Ordinance 186,485.

iii.

Bicycle Parking. Bicycle parking shall be provided consistent with LAMC 12.21 A.16.

8. Open Space. The project shall provide a minimum of 27,675 square feet of usable open
space.
9. Trees. There shall be a minimum of sixty-six (66) new 24-inch box trees, or larger, pursuant
to LAMC Section 12.21 G.2 on site and in the public right-of-way.
DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
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10. Landscaping/Hardscape. Prior to the issuance of a building permit, a Landscape and
Irrigation Plan shall be submitted to the Department of City Planning for approval. The
Landscape Plan shall be in substantial conformance with the landscape plan stamped
Exhibit A.
11. Solar Ready. The project shall comply with the Los Angeles Municipal Green Building Code,
Section 99.05.211, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building and Safety.
12. Surface Equipment. All surface or ground mounted mechanical equipment shall be screened
from public view and treated to match the materials and colors of the building which they
serve.
13. Rooftop Appurtenances. All rooftop equipment and building appurtenances shall be
screened from any street, public right-of-way, or adjacent property with enclosures or parapet
walls constructed of materials complimentary to the materials and design of the main
structure.
14. Lighting. Outdoor lighting shall be designed and installed with shielding, such that the light
source cannot be seen from adjacent residential properties, the public right-of-way, nor from
above.
15. Utilities. All new utility lines shall be installed underground.
16. Hours. Parking lot cleaning and sweeping, and trash collections and deliveries shall occur no
earlier than 7 a.m., nor later than 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, and no earlier than 10 a.m.,
nor later than 4 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
17. Maintenance. The subject property (including all trash storage areas, associated parking
facilities, sidewalks, yard areas, parkways, and exterior walls along the property lines) shall
be maintained in an attractive condition and shall be kept free of trash and debris.
18. Signage. Any signage shall comply with the Municipal Code or other applicable laws. No sign
rights are granted with this case.
19. Covenant: Prior to the issuance of any permits by the Department of Building and Safety for
the subject project, a Covenant and Agreement concerning all information contained in these
conditions shall be recorded in the County Recorder's Office. The Covenant shall run with the
land and shall be binding on any subsequent owners, heirs, or assigns. Further, the Covenant
and Agreement must be submitted to the Department of City Planning for approval before
being recorded. After recordation, a copy bearing the Recorder's number and date must be
given to the Department of City Planning for attachment to the subject case file.
Administrative Conditions
20. Final Plans. Prior to the issuance of any building permits for the project by the Department of
Building & Safety, the applicant shall submit all final construction plans that are awaiting
issuance of a building permit by the Department of Building & Safety for final review and
approval by the Department of City Planning. All plans that are awaiting issuance of a building
permit by the Department of Building & Safety shall be stamped by Department of City
Planning staff “Final Plans”. A copy of the Final Plans, supplied by the applicant, shall be
retained in the subject case file.
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21. Notations on Plans. Plans submitted to the Department of Building & Safety, for the purpose
of processing a building permit application shall include all of the Conditions of Approval herein
attached as a cover sheet, and shall include any modifications or notations required herein.
22. Approval, Verification and Submittals. Copies of any approvals, guarantees or verification
of consultations, review of approval, plans, etc., as may be required by the subject conditions,
shall be provided to the Department of City Planning prior to clearance of any building permits,
for placement in the subject file.
23. Code Compliance. Use, area, height, and yard regulations of the zone classification of the
subject property shall be complied with, except where granted conditions differ herein.
24. Department of Building & Safety. The granting of this determination by the Director of
Planning does not in any way indicate full compliance with applicable provisions of the Los
Angeles Municipal Code Chapter IX (Building Code). Any corrections and/or modifications to
plans made subsequent to this determination by a Department of Building & Safety Plan
Check Engineer that affect any part of the exterior design or appearance of the project as
approved by the Director, and which are deemed necessary by the Department of Building &
Safety for Building Code compliance, shall require a referral of the revised plans back to the
Department of City Planning for additional review and sign-off prior to the issuance of any
permit in connection with those plans.
25. Department of Water and Power. Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) for compliance with LADWP’s Rules
Governing Water and Electric Service. Any corrections and/or modifications to plans made
subsequent to this determination in order to accommodate changes to the project due to the
under-grounding of utility lines, that are outside of substantial compliance or that affect any
part of the exterior design or appearance of the project as approved by the Director, shall
require a referral of the revised plans back to the Department of City Planning for additional
review and sign-off prior to the issuance of any permit in connection with those plans.
26. Enforcement. Compliance with and the intent of these conditions shall be to the satisfaction
of the Department of City Planning.
27. Expiration. In the event that this grant is not utilized within three years of its effective date
(the day following the last day that an appeal may be filed), the grant shall be considered null
and void. Issuance of a building permit, and the initiation of, and diligent continuation of,
construction activity shall constitute utilization for the purposes of this grant.
28. Indemnification and Reimbursement of Litigation Costs.
Applicant shall do all of the following:
(i)

Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against the City
relating to or arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of
this entitlement, including but not limited to, an action to attack, challenge, set aside,
void, or otherwise modify or annul the approval of the entitlement, the environmental
review of the entitlement, or the approval of subsequent permit decisions, or to claim
personal property damage, including from inverse condemnation or any other
constitutional claim.
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(ii)

Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action related to or
arising out, in whole or in part, of the City’s processing and approval of the entitlement,
including but not limited to payment of all court costs and attorney’s fees, costs of any
judgments or awards against the City (including an award of attorney’s fees),
damages, and/or settlement costs.

(iii)

Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 days’ notice
of the City tendering defense to the applicant and requesting a deposit. The initial
deposit shall be in an amount set by the City Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion,
based on the nature and scope of action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be
less than $50,000. The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve
the applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in
paragraph (ii).

(iv)

Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental deposits may be
required in an increased amount from the initial deposit if found necessary by the City
to protect the City’s interests. The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does
not relieve the applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to the
requirement in paragraph (ii).

(v)

If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interest, execute an indemnity
and reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent with the
requirements of this condition.

The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt of any
action and the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify the applicant of
any claim, action, or proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City fails to reasonably
cooperate in the defense, the applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend,
indemnify or hold harmless the City.
The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City Attorney’s office
or outside counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate at its own expense in the
defense of any action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of any obligation
imposed by this condition. In the event the applicant fails to comply with this condition, in
whole or in part, the City may withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the
entitlement, or take any other action. The City retains the right to make all decisions with
respect to its representations in any legal proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon
or settle litigation.
For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:
“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, commissions,
committees, employees, and volunteers.
“Action” shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held under
alternative dispute resolution procedures), claims, or lawsuits. Actions includes actions,
as defined herein, alleging failure to comply with any federal, state or local law.
Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights of the
City or the obligations of the applicant otherwise created by this condition.
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PROJECT BACKGROUND
The subject site is a level, roughly rectangular shaped, 52,594 square-foot site spread across six
(6) lots zoned C4-2, with a General Plan Land Use Designation of Regional Center Commercial.
The project site is located within the Wilshire Community Plan area. The project site has
approximately 162 feet of frontage along Wilshire Boulevard, 295 feet of frontage along Wilshire
Place, and 193 feet of frontage along Sunset Place. The project site is located within the following:
Los Angeles State Enterprise Zone (ZI-2374), Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Project
(ZI-2488), Transit Priority Area in the City of Los Angeles (ZI-2452), and MTA Right-of-Way
(ROW) Project Area (ZI-1117).
The project site consists of an approximately 81,569 square-foot, two-story commercial building
with below grade and surface parking, and 16 street trees. The current uses of the site include a
church, dining, school, and office uses.
Surrounding properties are predominantly zoned C4-2, with the area fronting Sunset Place in the
R5-2 Zone. Generally, the area is improved with multi-story commercial and mixed-use
developments with office buildings and neighborhood serving commercial uses, as well as twoto four-story multifamily residential structures. To the north, across Wilshire Boulevard is a new
17-story mixed-use building with ground floor commercial, a three (3) levels of parking podium,
and the residential tower. To the west, across Wilshire Place, is the historic Bullock’s Wilshire
Building, designed as a Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument and National Register of Historic
Places. To the south, across Sunset Place is a four-story office building used as the Korean
Education Center in Los Angeles. To the east along Wilshire Boulevard are three-story
neighborhood serving commercial uses in the C4-2 Zone and along Sunset Place are three-story
multifamily residential buildings in the R5-2 Zone.
The proposed project includes the demolition of the existing two-story, approximately 81,569
square-foot commercial building with below-grade and surface parking, as well as the removal of
two (2) street trees, and for the construction, use, and maintenance of an eight-story mixed use
building. The project includes 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262
market-rate dwelling units with a unit mix of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom units, 24 one-bedroom
units with a den, and 35 two-bedroom units. The project consists of a total 253,771 square feet of
floor area and a Floor Area Ratio of 4.83:1. The building will have a maximum height of 108 feet
as measured from Grade to the top of the highest roof structure. The project is providing 353
residential and 14 commercial vehicular automobile parking spaces in a subterranean garage and
a two level above ground parking garage. The project is providing 248 total residential bicycle
parking spaces and 24 commercial bicycle parking spaces; the project is replacing 68 vehicular
parking spaces with 272 bicycle parking spaces and counted toward the total required bicycle
parking pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21 A.4. The project will provide 27,675 square feet of usable
open space including indoor amenity spaces, private balconies, courtyard and decks plus 66 new
trees. The development of the project requires an export of approximately 25,000 cubic yards of
earth.
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FINDINGS
1.

The project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of
the General Plan, applicable community plan, and any applicable specific plan.
The General Plan sets forth goals, objectives, and programs that serve as the foundation
for all land use decisions. The City of Los Angeles’ General Plan consists of the Framework
Element, seven State-mandated Elements including Land Use, Mobility, Housing,
Conservation, Noise, Safety, and Open Space, and optional Elements including Air Quality,
Service Systems and Plan for a Healthy Los Angeles. The Land Use Element is comprised
of 35 community plans that establish parameters for land use decisions within those
communities of the City.
The General Plan promotes the provision of services throughout the City in locations that
are convenient to the public yet do not impact nearby properties. The subject request is in
harmony with the various elements and objectives of the General Plan.
The General Plan designates the subject site for Regional Center Commercial land uses
corresponding to the C4-2 Zone. The proposed project includes the demolition of the
existing two-story, approximately 81,569 square-foot commercial building with below-grade
and surface parking, as well as the removal of two street trees, and for the construction,
use, and maintenance of an eight-story mixed use building. The project includes 9,998
square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 market-rate dwelling units The net
gain of 262 units with the inclusion of neighborhood serving commercial space aligns with
the goals and objectives of the General Plan Framework.
Framework Element
The proposed project is consistent with the following General Plan Framework Policies:
Goal 3A: A physically balanced distribution of land uses that contributes towards and
facilitates the City's long-term fiscal and economic viability, revitalization of economically
depressed areas, conservation of existing residential neighborhoods, equitable
distribution of public resources, conservation of natural resources, provision of adequate
infrastructure and public services, reduction of traffic congestion and improvement of air
quality, enhancement of recreation and open space opportunities, assurance of
environmental justice and a healthful living environment, and achievement of the vision
for a more livable city.
Objective 3.1: Accommodate a diversity of uses that support the needs of the City's
existing and future residents, businesses, and visitors.
Policy 3.1.4: Accommodate new development in accordance with land use and
density provisions of the General Plan Framework Long-Range Land Use
Diagram.
Objective 3.2: Provide for the spatial distribution of development that promotes an
improved quality of life by facilitating a reduction of vehicular trips, vehicle miles
traveled, and air pollution.
Policy 3.2.1: Provide a pattern of development consisting of distinct districts,
centers, boulevards, and neighborhoods that are differentiated by their functional
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role, scale, and character. This shall be accomplished by considering factors such
as the existing concentrations of use, community oriented activity centers that
currently or potentially service adjacent neighborhoods, and existing or potential
public transit corridors and stations.
Policy 3.2.2: Establish, through the Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram,
community plans, and other implementing tools, patterns and types of
development that improve the integration of housing with commercial uses and
the integration of public services and various densities of residential development
within neighborhoods at appropriate locations.
Objective 3.4: Encourage new multi-family residential, retail commercial, and office
development in the City's neighborhood districts, community, regional, and
downtown centers as well as along primary transit corridors/boulevards, while at the
same time conserving existing neighborhoods and related districts.
Policy 3.4.1: Conserve existing stable residential neighborhoods and lower
intensity commercial districts and encourage the majority of new commercial and
mixed-use (integrated commercial and residential) development to be located (a)
in a network of neighborhood districts, community, regional, and downtown
centers, (b) in proximity to rail and bus transit stations and corridors, and (c) along
the City's major boulevards, referred to as districts, centers, and mixed-use
boulevards, in accordance with the Framework Long-Range Land Use Diagram.
Goal 3I: A network of boulevards that balance community needs and economic
objectives with transportation functions and complement adjacent residential
neighborhoods.
Objective 3.13 Provide opportunities for the development of mixed-use boulevards
where existing or planned major transit facilities are located and which are
characterized by low-intensity or marginally viable commercial uses with commercial
development and structures that integrate commercial, housing, and/or public
service uses.
Policy 3.13.1 Encourage the development of commercial uses and structures that
integrate housing units with commercial uses in areas designated as "BoulevardMixed Use" in accordance with Tables 3-1 and 3-8. The range and
density/intensity of uses permitted in any area shall be identified in the community
plans.
Table 3-8
Land Use Designation
Boulevard-Mixed Use

Corresponding Zones
CR, C1, C1.5, C2, C4, [Q]C2

Objective 3.15: Focus mixed commercial/residential uses, neighborhood-oriented
retail, employment opportunities and civic and quasi-public uses around urban
transit stations, while protecting and preserving surrounding /ow-density
neighborhoods from the encroachment of incompatible land uses.
Policy 3.15.3: Increase the density generally within one quarter mile of transit
stations, determining appropriate locations based on consideration of the
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surrounding land use characteristics to improve their viability as new transit routes
and stations are funded in accordance with Policy 3.1.6.
The project supports the needs of existing and future residents by providing 262 dwelling
units, with a unit mix of studios, one-bedroom units, one-bedroom units with a den, and twobedroom units. The new residents will be located within a designated Transit Priority Area
and a Tier 4 Transit Oriented Communities project area that will offer easy access to
numerous transit options to the employment center of downtown Los Angeles as well other
areas of the City. The commercial retail to be located on the project’s ground floor will serve
the neighborhood’s retail needs. The project is proper in relation to the project’s location
within the Regional Center Commercial land use designation, and its proximity to local and
regional transit services, including the Metro B (Red) and D (Purple) subway lines at the
Wilshire and Vermont Metro Station located two (2) blocks to the west of the project site
along Wilshire Boulevard. The project is consistent with the Distribution of Land Use goals,
objectives and policies of the General Plan Framework Element.
Mobility Element
The Mobility Element was adopted by the Los Angeles City Council on January 20, 2016,
Mobility Plan 2035. The proposed development supports the following policies of the Mobility
Plan.
Policy 2.3 Recognize walking as a component of every trip, and ensure high-quality
pedestrian access in all site planning and public right-of-way modifications to provide a
safe and comfortable walking environment.
Policy 3.1: Recognize all modes of travel, including pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and
vehicular modes -including goods movement -as integral components of the City's
transportation system.
Policy 3.3 Promote equitable land use decisions that result in fewer vehicle trips by
providing greater proximity and access to jobs, destinations, and other neighborhood
services.
Policy 3.4 Provide all residents, workers and visitors with affordable, efficient,
convenient, and attractive transit services.
Policy 3.5: Support “first-mile, last-mile solutions” such as multi-modal transportation
services, organizations, and activities in the areas around transit stations and major bus
stops (transit stops) to maximize multi-modal connectivity and access for transit riders.
Policy 3.7: Improve transit access and service to major regional destinations, job
centers, and inter-modal facilities.
Policy 3.8 Provide bicyclists with convenient, secure and well-maintained bicycle
parking facilities.
Policy 5.4: Continue to encourage the adoption of low and zero emission fuel sources,
new mobility technologies, and supporting infrastructure.
Vehicular access to the site is provided via a driveway along Wilshire Place. The driveway
has access to the subterranean and 2nd Floor parking levels. Vehicular access is located
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away from Wilshire Boulevard so that traffic along the commercial corridor is not impeded.
The main pedestrian access to the residential lobby is located along Wilshire Boulevard.
The project’s proximity to existing regional transit services (within a quarter-mile of the
Wilshire/Vermont Metro subway stop as well as numerous bus stops) will reduce vehicular
trips to and from the project, vehicle miles traveled, and will contribute to the improvement
of air quality. The proximity of the regional transit services, along with the creation of 262
dwelling units, ties the proposed project into a regional network of transit and housing. As
proposed, the project will provide a total of 253 long-term and 19 short-term bicycle parking
spaces located within the parking garage. Additionally, the project is replacing 68 vehicular
parking spaces with 272 bicycle parking spaces further contributing to the reduced vehicular
miles travels and the improvement of air quality. Furthermore, as conditioned, all electric
vehicle charging stations shall comply with Ordinance 186,485 regarding electric vehicle
ready and electric vehicle charging requirements that exceed current state standards.
Therefore, the Project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions
of the Mobility Element of the General Plan.
Housing Element
The City’s Housing Element for 2013-2021 was adopted by City Council on December 3,
2013. The Housing Element is the City's blueprint for meeting housing and growth
challenges. It identifies the City's housing conditions and needs, reiterates goals, objectives,
and policies that are the foundation of the City's housing and growth strategy, and provides
the array of programs the City has committed to implement to create sustainable, mixed
income neighborhoods across the City. The project is consistent with the following
objectives, policies and programs:
Goal 1: Housing Production and Preservation
Objective 1.1: Produce an adequate supply of rental and ownership housing in order
to meet current and projected needs.
Goal 2: Safe, Livable, and Sustainable Neighborhoods
Objective 2.4: Promote livable neighborhoods with a mix of housing types, quality
design and a scale and character that respects unique residential neighborhoods in
the City.
The proposed project will add a net of 262 dwelling unit to the City’s housing stock with a
unit mix of studios, one-bedroom units, one-bedroom units with a den, and two-bedroom
units. This is in dire need of additional units to meet current needs. The project consists of
an eight-story mixed-use building. Adjacent structures range from 17-stories to threestories. The design and scale of the proposed development is consistent with the
neighborhood character of Koreatown. As conditioned, the project will enhance the safety
and sustainability of the neighborhood by incorporating a pedestrian friendly and climate
adaptive design.
Air Quality Element
The Air Quality Element sets forth the goals, objectives and policies which will guide the City
in the implementation of its air quality improvement programs and strategies. The Air Quality
Element recognizes that air quality strategies must be integrated into land use decisions
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and represent the City's effort to achieve consistency with regional Air Quality, Growth
Management, Mobility and Congestion Management Plans. The Air Quality Element
includes the following Goal and Objective relevant to the instant request:
Goal 5: Energy efficiency through land use and transportation planning, the use of
renewable resources and less polluting fuels, and the implementation of conservation
measures including passive methods such as site orientation and tree planting.
Objective 5.1: It is the objective of the City of Los Angeles to increase energy
efficiency of City facilities and private developments.
As conditioned, the project is to be solar ready in compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal
Green Building Code, Section 99.05.211, to the satisfaction of the Department of Building
and Safety. As shown on Exhibit A, the project is providing the 15-percent solar zone area(s)
with total area equal to or greater than 15-percent of the building’s roof area, that is 4,806
square feet Additionally, the project is also conditioned to be compliant with Ordinance
186,485 to provide electric vehicle parking. Furthermore, the project is replacing 68
vehicular parking spaces with 272 bicycle parking spaces. Therefore, the project is in
conformance with the goals and policies of the Air Quality Element.
Wilshire Community Plan
The project site is located within the Wilshire Community Plan which was updated by the
City Council on September 19, 2001. The Wilshire Community Plan designates the subject
property for Regional Center Commercial land uses, corresponding to the CR, C1.5, C2,
C4, P, PB, RAS3, RAS4, R3, R4, and R5 Zones. The subject property is zoned C4-2. The
proposed project is consistent with the following goals, objectives, and policies of the
Community Plan:
Goal 1: Provide a safe, secure, and high quality residential environment for all economic,
age, and ethnic segments of the Wilshire community.
Objective 1-1: Provide for the preservation of existing quality housing, and for the
development of new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of
the existing residents and expected new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan
Area to the year 2010.
Policy 1-1.1: Protect existing stable single family and low density residential
neighborhoods from encroachment by higher density residential uses and other
uses that are incompatible as to scale and character, or would otherwise diminish
quality of life.
Policy 1-1.3: Provide for adequate Multiple Family residential development.
Policy 1-1.4: Provide for housing along mixed-use boulevards where appropriate.
Objective 1-2: Reduce vehicular trips and congestion by developing new housing in
close proximity to regional and community commercial centers, subway stations and
existing bus route stops.
Policy 1-2.1: Encourage higher density residential uses near major public
transportation centers.
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Policy 1.4-3: Encourage multiple family residential and mixed use development
in commercial zones.
Objective 1-4: Provide affordable housing and increased accessibility to more
population segments, especially students, the handicapped and senior citizens.
Policy 1-4.1: Promote greater individual choice in type, quality, price, and location
of housing.
Policy 1-4.2: Ensure that new housing opportunities minimize displacement of
residents.
Policy 1-4.3: Encourage multiple family residential and mixed use development
in commercial zones.
Goal 2: Encourage strong and competitive commercial sectors which promote economic
vitality and serve the needs of the Wilshire community through well-designed, safe and
accessible areas, while preserving historic and cultural character.
Objective 2-1: Preserve and strengthen viable commercial development and
provide additional opportunities for new commercial development and services
within existing commercial areas.
Policy 2-1.1: New commercial uses should be located in existing established
commercial areas or shopping centers.
Policy 2-1.2: Protect existing and planned commercially zoned areas, especially
in Regional Commercial Centers, from encroachment by stand alone residential
development by adhering to the community plan land use designations.
Objective 2-2: Promote distinctive commercial districts and pedestrian-oriented
areas.
Policy 2-2.1: Encourage pedestrian-oriented design in designated areas and
in new development
Policy 2-2.3: Encourage the incorporation of retail, restaurant, and other
neighborhood serving uses in the first floor street frontage of structures, including
mixed use projects located in Neighborhood Districts.
The project is located in an area that is improved with multi-story commercial and mixeduse developments with office buildings and neighborhood serving commercial uses ranging
in height from 17-stories to three-stories, as well as two- to four-story multifamily residential
structures. The project increases the housing stock and promotes greater individual choice
in new housing to meet the diverse economic and physical needs of the existing residents
and expected new residents in the Wilshire Community Plan Area by providing 262 dwelling
units in a multiple family dwelling. The unit mix consists of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom
units, 24 one-bedroom units with a den, and 35 two-bedroom units.
The project will enhance the visual appearance of the neighborhood through architectural
design, features, and streetscape improvements, including the planting of three (3) new
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street trees to supplement the 14 existing street trees that are to be remain. Additionally,
the project adding another 63 trees on the site as part of the project.
The project is located approximately 1,000 feet from the Wilshire/Vermont Metro subway
stop, with access to the Purple (D) and Red (B) Lines. Bus stops for the Metro Rapid 720
and 754 lines are also located at this intersection of Vermont Avenue and Wilshire
Boulevard, as are stops for Metro bus lines 20, 51, 52, 201, 204, and 351 bus lines. A stop
for Metro bus line 20 is also located approximately 250 feet from the project site. This
proximity to transit reduces vehicular trips to and from the project site and congestion around
the site.
The proposed mixed-use project protects the Wilshire Boulevard from stand-alone
residential development, strengthens the viability of existing commercial development and
creates new economic opportunities that will serve the needs of the community through the
construction of 262 dwelling units and 9,998 square feet of commercial office space. The
neighborhood oriented commercial retail space provided by the project on the ground floor
fronts Wilshire Boulevard and the southeast corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Wilshire Place
thereby directing the project’s commercial use toward the major commercial corridor of
Wilshire Boulevard and away from the more neighborhood-oriented streets of Sunset Place
and Wilshire Place.
Therefore, the project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions
of the Wilshire Community Plan.
Additionally, the project site is located within the Wilshire Center / Koreatown
Redevelopment Project Area. As such the project was reviewed for compliance with the
Redevelopment Plan. On May 4, 2020, the project was found to be consistent with the
Redevelopment Plan, Case Number PAR-2020-2832.
Therefore, the project is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions
of the General Plan and does not conflict with any applicable regulations or standards.
2.

The project consists of an arrangement of buildings and structures (including height,
bulk and setbacks), off-street parking facilities, loading areas, lighting, landscaping,
trash collection, and other such pertinent improvements, that is or will be compatible
with existing and future development on adjacent properties and neighboring
properties.
Height
The proposed project is in the C4-2 Zone and has a height of 108 feet as measured from
Grade to the top of the highest roof structure. The C4-2 Zone allows for unlimited height.
Therefore, the Project is within the allowable height for the subject zone.
Bulk/Massing
The project site has approximately 162 feet of frontage along Wilshire Boulevard, 295 feet
of frontage along Wilshire Place, and 193 feet of frontage along Sunset Place. The project’s
north frontage faces Wilshire Boulevard, a major thoroughfare, that is lined with commercial
and mixed-use structures ranging in height from 17-stories to three-stories. The east
frontage faces a neighboring property with building heights of three (3) to four (4) stories.
The overall mass and scale of the proposed eight-story,108-foot project is compatible with
the surrounding high-density built environment and provides a transition from taller buildings
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along Wilshire to lower buildings along Sunset Place. Large buildings in the area include the
following buildings within a 1,000 feet radius of the project site:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12-story residential building at 3055 Wilshire Boulevard,
9-story residential building at 3075 Wilshire Boulevard,
17-story residential building at 3033 Wilshire Boulevard,
6-story office building at 2975 Wilshire Boulevard,
11-story residential building at 639 South Catalina Street,
7-story mixed-use building at 620 South Virgil Street, and
Multi-level Bullocks Wilshire (Southwestern Law School) building (with 241-foot tall
spire) at 3050 Wilshire Boulevard.

A 31-story mixed-use building is also currently in construction at 2902 Wilshire Boulevard,
approximately 700 feet east of the project site along Wilshire Boulevard.
All sides of the proposed building are articulated with colored plaster, glass and metal
railings, windows, and inset and offset architectural elements to create visual interest. The
building includes sculptured treatment of the balconies, carved out sections to break the
massing to allow additional light and air into the building, and upper floor decks to reduce
the overall mass when viewed from the street.
Additionally, the ground floor commercial along Wilshire Boulevard provides a direct
interface with the street frontage activating the street with pedestrian activity.
Building Materials
The building facades consist of white, grey, and both light and dark brown plaster, glass
railings, bronze vinyl windows, aluminum storefronts, gray metal canopies, spandrel glass,
perforated white and brown railings, fiber cement, metal doors, and decorative metal fencing
around the transformer. The building is designed in a modern style utilizing clean and
consistent lines. A variety of building materials and articulation is consistent with the
Citywide Design Guidelines.
Entrances
The residential entrance is located along Wilshire Boulevard and the commercial retail
entrance will be located along Wilshire Boulevard and at the corner of Wilshire Boulevard
and Wilshire Place. The entrances make use of floor-to-ceiling windows creating
transparency between the street and building interior activating the pedestrian experience
and promoting public safety. Light brown plaster is used to accent the residential entrance
to differentiate it from the commercial entrance that have glass and aluminum metal
paneling. Short term bicycle parking is provided near the entrances to the residential and
commercial uses. Vehicular entry will be accessible via a 20-foot wide driveway along
Wilshire Place.
Setbacks
The project complies with Los Angeles Municipal Code for setback requirements. The
project includes a 5-foot front yard setback on Wilshire Boulevard pursuant to Ordinance
59,577, a 0-foot side yard on Wilshire Place pursuant to LAMC Section 12.22 A.18, an 11foot easterly side yard for residential portion of the project. No rear yard is required or
provided on the Sunset Place frontage.
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Parking
The project is a mixed-use building containing 262 dwelling units and 9,998 square feet of
commercial space with parking located in a subterranean level, ground level and in second
floor garage. The parking will be accessible by an ingress and egress driveway located on
Wilshire Place. The project proposes 262 residential and 9 commercial vehicular parking
spaces. The project is also proposing 234 long term and 14 short term residential bicycle
parking spaces as well as 19 long term and 5 short term parking spaces. The project is
replacing 68 vehicular parking spaces with 272 bicycle parking spaces. The bicycle parking
spaces count toward the total required bicycle parking pursuant to LAMC Section 12.21 A.4.
The long term bicycle parking areas are located within each level of the garage and the
short term bicycle parking is located at the building frontage along Wilshire Boulevard and
the corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Wilshire Place in proximity to the commercial spaces
and main residential pedestrian entrance.
Loading
There are no loading areas within the project.
Lighting
Lighting is required to be provided per LAMC requirements. The project proposes security
lighting to illuminate building, entrances, walkways and parking areas. The project is
conditioned to provide outdoor lighting with shielding, so that the light source cannot be seen
from adjacent residential properties.
Landscaping
The project proposes a diverse planting palette for open space areas at the third level (a
6,055 square foot pool deck and a 1,270 square foot garden courtyard), and two (2) roof
decks (west roof deck and separate south roof deck with a combined area of 5,609 square
feet). Coupled with streetscape improvements, including the planting of three (3) new street
trees in addition to the 14 street trees to remain, helps bolster connection and continuity
between the surrounding neighborhood and the project. The project is conditioned to provide
a total of 66 new trees including the three (3) new street trees. Each outdoor common open
space area is landscaped with decorative shrubs and groundcover as well as contain
amenities such as benches, bar-b-ques, hearths, gaming areas, and sitting nooks.
Trash Collection
Commercial and residential trash and recycling areas are located within the parking garage
on the project’s ground floor. The internal location of the trash collection area will ensure
that adjacent properties are not impacted by the project’s trash collection activities.
Additionally, the project has been conditioned so that trash collections shall occur no earlier
than 7 a.m., nor later than 8 p.m., Monday through Friday, and no earlier than 10 a.m., nor
later than 4 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays.
Furthermore, the project was reviewed by the Planning Department’s Urban Design Studio
(UDS) in October 2020. The UDS comments and Applicant’s responses are listed below:
Climate Adapted Design
1. Provide square footage and percentage of roof area reserved for future solar.
Response: Project is providing the 15% solar zone area(s) with total area equal to or
greater than 15% of the building’s roof area, or 4,806 SF.
2. Reconsider usage of artificial turf (heat effect) or provide enough shade to ameliorate.
DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
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Response: Artificial turf area has been replaced with pavers at the north side of the
deck.
3. Annotate on plan how proposed planters will provide sufficient soil depth and volume
for vegetation and trees on podium levels.
Response: All tree planters on the podium will comply with the UDS Soil Depth
Guidelines and will have a minimum soil depth of 42 inches. Note that the UDS Soil
Depth Guidelines do not specify soil volume requirements for trees with canopies
between 10-15 feet, for which a minimum of 1.5 cubic feet of soil will be provided for
each square foot of tree canopy per the ASLA guidelines, resulting in a minimum soil
volume of 118 cubic feet per tree with this canopy size range.
4. Note number of EV spaces provided per floor.
Response: Project is providing 37 EV-installed parking spaces and 74 EV-capable
(Future EV) spaces for a combined total of 111 EV- and Future EV spaces.
5. Use canopy trees as required trees (not palms, bamboos, tree ferns, Schefflera,
Dracaena or other trees that do not provide shade).
Response: Palms, bamboos, tree ferns, Schefflera, and Dracaena are proposed as
the planting palette for the small interior courtyard at the third level. Since this space
is mostly in shade during the day, it is intended to be experienced as a garden that fills
up most of the courtyard, with seating at the entrance. This creates a space with a
distinct feel: a lush urban oasis. This passive garden space contrasts with the larger,
more active courtyard featuring pool and spa on the third level, as well as the two roof
decks featuring seating and activity areas. Hence, adding more canopy trees will not
add to the amount of shade and the use of palms, bamboos and tree ferns is
appropriate to this courtyard.
6. Interior courtyard on level 3 have narrow access and perhaps insufficient lighting.
Response: Please see Response to Comment #5.
7. Amenity on P2 level does not seem as if it would be that attractive to use, surrounded
by parking, consider if it could be relocated to take advantage of natural light and
ventilation.
Response: This space is intended to be a movie room, so its location away from
natural light is a benefit. Locating the cinema room next to the elevator also makes it
easily accessible for those with disable access/ADA needs.
8. Amenity space between elevators and parking on ground floor could also be better
located.
Response: There was a conscious effort to visually connect residential amenities
along the street facing sides as seen on the ground floor. The project’s Co-working
space faces Wilshire Boulevard, while the Fitness Space faces Wilshire Place. The
Game room located at the rear of the lobby was designed to give more privacy and
not take any additional perimeter space away from retail which activates the street
frontage.
9. Redesign level 8 roof deck landscaping - provide more shade trees.
Response: 10 trees have been added to the roof deck, four shade trees on the west
roof deck and five shade trees at the south facing roof deck.
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10. Consider providing shade trees on level 8 at current proposed artificial turf area.
Response: Four trees have been added to this area.
11. All balconies appear to be greater than 6’ in any direction but please dimension these
if 50 s.f. open space credit is to be claimed for these balconies.
Response: Open space credit is being claimed for these balconies. Added dimensions.
12. Larger courtyard and roof decks are appreciated; these seem well programmed and
positioned where they will be well used by residents.
Response: Noted with thanks.
360 Degree Design
13. Eliminate parking podium level 2 and locate all parking below grade.
Response: Because complicated site conditions restrict us from excavating past one
level of below-grade parking, locating all parking below grade is not feasible. The
building currently at the site includes one level of below-grade parking. Extensive
exploratory excavations on the site (outlined in our soils report) revealed fill materials
starting at one foot below the existing basement level, then very dense tar-saturated
sand deposits beginning at three feet below the existing basement level. These tarsaturated sands continued up to twenty feet below grade. Removing these tar-laden
soils requires special handling and disposal at specific locations, adding cost
premiums and schedule impacts during construction and a significant burden to the
project. Moreover, the current project is designed with only one basement parking level
in an effort to stay within the current subterranean building envelope. The existing
building is supported on pile foundations. Adding more subterranean levels beyond
what is currently proposed would require extensive additional excavation than would
usually be required because of the need to excavate three feet beyond the existing
pile foundation. Thus, the tar sand condition coupled with the existing structural
foundation elements renders the option of two or three below grade parking levels
financially infeasible. However, the Project – as currently designed – complies with the
CPC’s Advisory Notice Relative to Above-Grade Parking (effective date October 24,
2019). The Notice states that projects should consider minimizing parking via zoning
tools and incentives, or place all parking below ground. The Project will be utilizing the
bicycle replacement incentive (LAMC 12.21.A.4) to reduce required residential parking
by 15% and commercial parking by 30% and is providing only two spaces more than
is required by the Zoning Code. The Project is not seeking Density Bonus or Transit
Oriented Communities incentives would effectively force the Project to become a highrise tower as the Project is currently at its maximum building envelope and is at the
low-rise height limit under Fire Code requirements. Additional units would result in a
change from Type I to Type III construction and high-rise construction costs, such as
compliance with high-rise Fire Code requirements. This would render the Project
financially infeasible.
While the Project minimizes parking to the extent possible, placing all parking below
ground is not feasible. As such, the Project employs the strategies outlined in the
Advisory Notice to fully integrate parking into the Project:
• Strategy: Fully integrate parking into the design and form of the project. The
parking should reflect the overall design intent of the project and should not be
recognizable as parking during either day or nighttime hours. Parking is fully
integrated into the Project by buffering parking from view, as described below.
• Strategy: Buffer parking from view by wrapping the parking with active uses such
as office and/or residential spaces. Above-grade parking is wrapped with active
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•

•

uses (such as retail, fitness room, and coworking space) along Wilshire
Boulevard and Wilshire Place. Additionally, note that the retail elevations extend
up to Level 2 with louvers and canopies, a shadow box effect that shields the
parking uses behind it (see Sheet A302). With limited ceiling height on the ground
floor, the extension of the louvred screen above the storefront glass creates a
more aesthetically pleasing and grander façade.
Strategy: Where it is not possible or desirable to wrap the parking with active
uses (e.g., due to proximity to a freeway, an industrial use, or alley), the parking
should not be expressed as a separate element but instead should be concealed
with visually opaque materials or treatments. Because it is not possible to locate
parking below-grade, as discussed above, adding active uses along the building
perimeter would take away from Code-required parking. The Project is currently
providing 369 parking stalls, which is only 2 more than the 367 required by the
Zoning Code. Wrapping parking at the second level would take away from
required parking and would drastically alter the efficiency of the current parking
layout. However, parking is concealed behind visually opaque walls on the
Wilshire Pl. and Sunset Pl. frontages. The Wilshire Pl. frontage also features a
design element outlining the west-facing building courtyard and amenity area
that extends down to the top of the first level. The Sunset Pl. frontage also
features a design element extension down to the first level. And, the corner of
Wilshire Pl. and Sunset Pl., as well as the Sunset Pl. frontage, includes colorblocking and canopy at the ground floor.
Strategy: To facilitate the future adaptive reuse of a parking garage, incorporate
flat floor levels along with the future structural needs and potential floor-to-ceiling
heights when designing and engineering parking garages. The parking levels are
designed with flat floors to provide flexibility to convert to alternative uses in the
future.

14. Incorporate more variety in materials on building facades and consider utilizing a
different material for Plaster #4 - Dark Color (renderings suggest a change of material,
not elevations)
Response: The building’s exterior design integrates sculptural, stacked elements with
enhanced materials such as storefront glass and fiber cement paneling. The balconies
are meant to have a sculptural feel highlighted by warm, natural tones. The concept
for the design was human nests, whereas singular geometries reflect the singular
households housed within. The renderings better reflect the interplay of earthy tones
than the elevation views, which lose detail and appear monochromatic once exported.
15. Redesign east elevation to avoid blank walls on the ground floor providing openings
were possible for natural ventilation. At a minimum consider vines or other element to
soften the building facades.
Response: The east building edge is 18 inches from property line and openings are
not allowed per the building code. Vines or other plantings are not feasible along the
east frontage due to this elevation of the project being in shade because it is shielded
by the height of adjacent buildings, and thus not conducive to plant growth. However,
design elements such as graphic patterning and blank windows have been added to
the east frontage in order to further soften the building façade.
16. Provide enlargements/details on parking level screening for all 4 sides of the building.
Response: See added elevation enlargements and sections showing building façade
and parking screening.
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Pedestrian First
17. Reduce vehicular access driveway to 20 feet where it crosses sidewalk.
Response: The portion of driveway leading from the street to the building has been
reduced to 20 feet wide.
18. Relocate transformer to underground level P1. If not possible move it closer to the
building to allow opportunities for future screening.
Response: The high cost and long approval process for an underground customer
station renders this option financially infeasible for this project. The cost to install an
underground customer station is nearly $900,000 and five times more in cost for a
standard pad-mounted (above-ground) transformer. And, DWP approval is anticipated
to take 24 to 30 months longer than pad-mounted (above-ground) transformer review.
See attached as Exhibit A an analysis prepared by our utilities consultant. However,
the transformer will be provided as close to the building as possible. And, the design
of the transformer pad will include a decorative screen to reduce the visibility of the
transformers, pending approval by LADWP.
19. Relocate long-term bicycle parking spaces closer to public street or elevators. Make
sure that the areas of bike parking are usable and easily accessible (currently access
for some bike parking areas is blocked by parking stalls).
Response: Access doors from the public street have been added to the southwest and
southeast bike storage rooms. Pathways leading to the elevators and stairs have been
provided to allow for access.
20. Dimension distance from elevators to proposed long-term bicycle parking locations.
Response: Please see revised plans.
Circulation/Access
21. Relocate bike work space to ground floor (near elevator) and/or where it can take
advantage of natural light.
Response: Bike work space has been relocated to comply with Ordinance 185480
which notes for the bike work space to be located with the greatest number of longterm bike parking spaces.
22. Note commercial trash room and indicate access (appears blocked by parking stalls).
Response: Please see revised plans.
Additional Comments
23. Please be aware of Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Plan’s affordable
housing requirements. See page 16: 15% low- and moderate-income, of which not
less than 40% VLI. In light of which, please consider filing under TOC, for which zero
residential parking would be required and total number of units increased.
Response: The Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Plan prescribes that a
certain percentage of affordable units be built in the Redevelopment Plan area as a
whole by the time the Plan duration has run its course in 2026. But the Redevelopment
Plan affordable unit percentage does not apply to or require affordable units for
individual projects per the terms of Section 409.4. The Project is designed per the code
requirements of the Los Angeles Municipal Code and is not seeking any exemptions
or incentives from the Code; therefore, affordable units are not required for the Project
and the Project must provide parking per code. Adding affordable units to the proposed
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project would make the Project financially infeasible because of the resulting increase
in development and construction costs (due to shift to high rise construction). The
continuing impact of COVID-19 on daily life has also exacerbated concerns about
longer-term financial impacts on commercial and residential leasing.
24. Provide enlargement detail for unit typology.
Response: Please see enlarged unit plans.
25. Label all proposed amenities spaces with their programmed uses.
Response: Please see revised plans.
26. Note number of vehicular parking spaces provided per floor.
Response: Please see Parking Spaces Provided.
27. Provide detail floor plans on all levels (show windows, doors, proposed programming
and uses).
Response: Please see enlarged unit plans.
3.

The residential project provides recreational and service amenities to improve
habitability for its residents and minimize impacts on neighboring properties.
The project provides 27,675 square feet of open space for residential uses, which is
consistent with LAMC Section 12.21 G.2. The open space consists of indoor and outdoor
amenity spaces. The common indoor open space includes a 1, 222 square foot coworking
space, a 1,120 square foot game room, and a 1,625 square foot fitness center on the ground
floor; a 729 square foot cinema karaoke room on the second floor; and a 696 square foot
lounge/clubroom on the third floor. The common outdoor open space includes a 1,270
square foot courtyard and 6,055 square foot pool deck on the third floor; and 1,845 square
foot and 3,764 roof decks on the eighth floor. Additionally, the project provides 187 balconies
for a total of 9,350 square feet of private open spaces for the residents. The outdoor open
space contains such amenities as a pool, seating nooks, benches, bar-b-ques, gaming
areas, and fireplaces with mounted televisions.

4.

Environmental Finding
The Department of City Planning determined that the proposed project is exempt from
CEQA pursuant to State CEQA Statute and Guidelines, Article 19, Section 15332 (Class 32
Urban In-Fill Development), and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an
exception to a categorical exemption pursuant to State CEQA Statute and Guidelines,
Section 15300.2 applies.
A project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption if it is developed on an infill site and
meets the following criteria:
(a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable
general plan policies as well as with the applicable zoning designation and regulations;
(b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five
acres substantially surrounded by urban uses;
(c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species;
(d) Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise,
air quality, or water quality; and
(e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.
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There are five (5) exceptions which the City is required to consider before finding a project
exempt under Class 15332: (a) Cumulative Impacts; (b) Significant Effect; (c) Scenic
Highways; (d) Hazardous Waste Sites; and (e) Historical Resources.
See Justification for Categorical Exemption Case No. ENV-2020-3262-CE in the case file
for the narrative demonstrating that the proposed project meets the five criteria under Class
32 and that exceptions do not apply.
TIME LIMIT – OBSERVANCE OF CONDITIONS
All terms and conditions of the Director’s Determination shall be fulfilled before the use may be
established. Pursuant to LAMC Section 12.25 A.2, the instant authorization is further conditional
upon the privileges being utilized within three years after the effective date of this determination
and, if such privileges are not utilized, building permits are not issued, or substantial physical
construction work is not begun within said time and carried on diligently so that building permits
do not lapse, the authorization shall terminate and become void.
TRANSFERABILITY
This determination runs with the land. In the event the property is to be sold, leased, rented or
occupied by any person or corporation other than yourself, it is incumbent that you advise them
regarding the conditions of this grant. If any portion of this approval is utilized, then all other
conditions and requirements set forth herein become immediately operative and must be strictly
observed.
VIOLATIONS OF THESE CONDITIONS, A MISDEMEANOR
The applicant's attention is called to the fact that this grant is not a permit or license and that any
permits and licenses required by law must be obtained from the proper public agency.
Furthermore, if any condition of this grant is violated or not complied with, then the applicant or
his successor in interest may be prosecuted for violating these conditions the same as for any
violation of the requirements contained in the Municipal Code, or the approval may be revoked.
Section 11.00 of the LAMC states in part (m): “It shall be unlawful for any person to violate any
provision or fail to comply with any of the requirements of this Code. Any person violating any of
the provisions or failing to comply with any of the mandatory requirements of this Code shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor unless that violation or failure is declared in that section to be an
infraction. An infraction shall be tried and be punishable as provided in Section 19.6 of the Penal
Code and the provisions of this section. Any violation of this Code that is designated as a
misdemeanor may be charged by the City Attorney as either a misdemeanor or an infraction.
Every violation of this determination is punishable as a misdemeanor unless provision is otherwise
made, and shall be punishable by a fine of not more than $1,000 or by imprisonment in the County
Jail for a period of not more than six months, or by both a fine and imprisonment.”
APPEAL PERIOD – EFFECTIVE DATE
The Determination in this matter will become effective and final fifteen (15) days after the
date of mailing of the Notice of Director’s Determination unless an appeal there from is filed
with the City Planning Department. It is strongly advised that appeals be filed early during the
appeal period and in person so that imperfections/incompleteness may be corrected before the
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appeal period expires. Any appeal must be filed on the prescribed forms, accompanied by the
required fee, a copy of this Determination, and received and receipted at a public office of the
Department of City Planning on or before the above date or the appeal will not be accepted.
Forms are available on-line at http://planning.lacity.org.
Planning Department public offices are located at:
Downtown Office
Figueroa Plaza
201 North Figueroa Street,
4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
(213) 482-7077

Valley Office Marvin Braude
Constituent Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Boulevard,
Suite 251
Van Nuys, CA 91401
(818) 374-5050

West Los Angeles Office
Development Services Center
1828 Sawtelle Boulevard
2nd Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025
(310) 231-2901

Only an applicant or any owner or tenant of a property abutting, across the street or alley
from, or having a common corner with the subject property can appeal this Density Bonus
Compliance Review Determination. Per the Density Bonus Provision of State Law
(Government Code Section §65915) the Density Bonus increase in units above the base density
zone limits and the appurtenant parking reductions are not a discretionary action and therefore
cannot be appealed. Only the requested incentives are appealable. Per Section 12.22 A.25 of
the LAMC, appeals of Density Bonus Compliance Review cases are heard by the City Planning
Commission.
Verification of condition compliance with building plans and/or building permit applications are
done at the Development Services Center of the Department of City Planning at Figueroa Plaza
in Downtown Los Angeles, Marvin Braude Constituent Service Center in the Valley, or in West
Los Angeles. In order to assure that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting,
applicants are encouraged to schedule an appointment with the Development Services Center
either through the Department of City Planning website at http://planning.lacity.org or by calling
(213) 482-7077, (818) 374-5050, or (310) 231-2901. The applicant is further advised to notify any
consultant representing you of this requirement as well.
The time in which a party may seek judicial review of this determination is governed by California
Code of Civil Procedures Section 1094.6. Under that provision, a petitioner may seek judicial
review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5,
only if the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section is filed no later than the 90th day
following the date on which the City's decision becomes final.
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP
Director of Planning
Approved by:
Deborah Kahen, Senior City Planner
Reviewed by:

Prepared by:

Griselda Gonzalez, City Planner

Jim Harris, City Planning Associate
James.Harris@lacity.org
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
OFFICE OF THE CITY CLERK
200 NORTH SPRING STREET, ROOM 395
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90012

CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT

NOTICE OF EXEMPTION
(PRC Section 21152; CEQA Guidelines Section 15062)
Filing of this form is optional. If filed, the form shall be filed with the County Clerk, 12400 E. Imperial Highway, Norwalk, CA 90650, pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21152(b) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15062. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21167 (d), the posting of this
notice starts a 35-day statute of limitations on court challenges to reliance on an exemption for the project. Failure to file this notice as provided above,
results in the statute of limitations being extended to 180 days.

PARENT CASE NUMBER(S) / REQUESTED ENTITLEMENTS

DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
LEAD CITY AGENCY

CASE NUMBER

City of Los Angeles (Department of City Planning)

ENV-2020-3262-CE

PROJECT TITLE

COUNCIL DISTRICT

3020 Wilshire

10 – Ridley-Thomas

PROJECT LOCATION (Street Address and Cross Streets and/or Attached Map)
☐ Map attached.
3016-3020 W Wilshire Blvd., 654-670 S Wilshire Pl., 2915-2921 W. Sunset Pl. (Cross Streets: Wilshire Blvd & Wilshire Pl)
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
☒ Additional page(s) attached.
Demolition of an existing 2-story 81,569 square foot commercial building and 2 street trees, and construction of a 8-story, 108-foot,
mixed use building with 9,998 square feet of commercial and 262 dwelling units, with 353 residential and 14 commercial vehicular
parking spaces at grade and in 1 subterranean parking garage and 2 above grade levels, 262 total bicycle parking spaces, 27,675
square feet of open space and sixty-six (66) 24-inch box trees. The project will export approximately 25,000 cubic yards of earth.
NAME OF APPLICANT / OWNER:

3020 Wilshire, LLC
CONTACT PERSON (If different from Applicant/Owner above)

Allen Park

(AREA CODE) TELEPHONE NUMBER

|

EXT.

(213) 201-1038

EXEMPT STATUS: (Check all boxes, and include all exemptions, that apply and provide relevant citations.)
STATE CEQA STATUTE & GUIDELINES
☐

STATUTORY EXEMPTION(S)
Public Resources Code Section(s) ______________________________________________________________

☒

CATEGORICAL EXEMPTION(S)

(State CEQA Guidelines Sec. 15301-15333 / Class 1-Class 33)

CEQA Guideline Section(s) / Class(es) ______Section_15332 - Class 32 (Urban In-Fill Development)__ ____
☐

OTHER BASIS FOR EXEMPTION (E.g., CEQA Guidelines Section 15061(b)(3) or (b)(4) or Section 15378(b) )
______________________________________________________________________________________________
☒ Additional page(s) attached

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT EXEMPTION:

Class 32 – (a) The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable general plan policies as well as with applicable
zoning designation and regulations. (b) The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five acres substantially
surrounded by urban uses. (c) The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species. (d) Approval of the project would not
result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air quality, or water quality. (e) The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and
public services

☒ None of the exceptions in CEQA Guidelines Section 15300.2 to the categorical exemption(s) apply to the Project.
☐ The project is identified in one or more of the list of activities in the City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines as cited in the justification.
IF FILED BY APPLICANT, ATTACH CERTIFIED DOCUMENT ISSUED BY THE CITY PLANNING DEPARTMENT STATING THAT
THE DEPARTMENT HAS FOUND THE PROJECT TO BE EXEMPT.
If different from the applicant, the identity of the person undertaking the project.

CITY STAFF USE ONLY:
CITY STAFF NAME AND SIGNATURE

STAFF TITLE

Jim Harris

City Planning Associate

ENTITLEMENTS APPROVED
SPR – Site Plan Review – See Case # DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
FEE:

RECEIPT NO.

REC’D. BY (DCP DSC STAFF NAME)

$5,774,00 + surcharges

0109176524

Jason Chan

DISTRIBUTION: County Clerk, Agency Record
Rev. 3-27-2019
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(213) 978-1300
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DIRECTOR
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ARTHI L. VARMA, AICP
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

LISA M. WEBBER, AICP
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

VACANT

DEPUTY DIRECTOR

JUSTIFICATION FOR PROJECT EXEMPTION
CASE NO. ENV-2020-3262-CE
The Director of Planning has determined that based on the whole of the administrative record, that
the project is exempt from CEQA pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15332, Class 32 In-Fill
Development Projects, and there is no substantial evidence demonstrating that an exception to a
categorical exemption pursuant to CEQA Guidelines, Section 15300.2 applies.
A project qualifies for a Class 32 Categorical Exemption if it is developed on an infill site and meets
the following criteria:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The project is consistent with the applicable general plan designation and all applicable
general plan policies as well as with the applicable zoning designation and regulations;
The proposed development occurs within city limits on a project site of no more than five
acres substantially surrounded by urban uses;
The project site has no value as habitat for endangered, rare or threatened species;
Approval of the project would not result in any significant effects relating to traffic, noise, air
quality, or water quality; and
The site can be adequately served by all required utilities and public services.

The proposed project includes the demolition of the existing two-story, approximately 81,569 squarefoot commercial building with below-grade and surface parking, as well as the removal of two (2)
street trees, and for the construction, use, and maintenance of an eight-story mixed use building.
The project includes 9,998 square feet of ground floor commercial space and 262 market-rate
dwelling units with a unit mix of 16 studios, 187 one-bedroom units, 24 one-bedroom units with a
den, and 35 two-bedroom units. The project consists of a total 253,771 square feet of floor area and
a Floor Area Ratio of 4.83:1. The building will have a maximum height of 108 feet as measured from
Grade to the top of the highest roof structure. The project is providing 353 residential and 14
commercial vehicular automobile parking spaces in a subterranean garage and a two level above
ground parking garage. The project is providing 248 total residential bicycle parking spaces and 24
commercial bicycle parking spaces; the project is replacing 68 vehicular parking spaces with 272
bicycle parking spaces and counted toward the total required bicycle parking pursuant to LAMC
Section 12.21 A.4. The project will provide 27,675 square feet of usable open space including indoor
amenity spaces, private balconies, courtyard and decks plus 66 new trees. The development of the
project requires an export of approximately 25,000 cubic yards of earth.
The subject site is a level, roughly rectangular shaped, 52,594 square-foot site spread across six (6)
lots zoned C4-2, with a General Plan Land Use Designation of Regional Center Commercial. The
project site is located within the Wilshire Community Plan area. The project site has approximately

ENV-2020-3262-CE
162 feet of frontage along Wilshire Boulevard, 295 feet of frontage along Wilshire Place, and 193
feet of frontage along Sunset Place. The project site is located within the following: Los Angeles
State Enterprise Zone (ZI-2374), Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Project (ZI-2488),
Transit Priority Area in the City of Los Angeles (ZI-2452), and MTA Right-of-Way (ROW) Project
Area (ZI-1117).
The project site consists of an approximately 81,569 square-foot, two-story commercial building with
below grade and surface parking, and 16 street trees. The current uses of the site include a church,
dining, school, and office uses.
Surrounding properties are predominantly zoned C4-2, with the area fronting Sunset Place in the
R5-2 Zone. Generally, the area is improved with multi-story commercial and mixed-use
developments with office buildings and neighborhood serving commercial uses, as well as two- to
four-story multifamily residential structures. To the north, across Wilshire Boulevard is a new 17story mixed-use building with ground floor commercial, a three (3) levels of parking podium, and the
residential tower. To the west, across Wilshire Place, is the historic Bullock’s Wilshire Building,
designed as a Los Angeles Historic Cultural Monument and National Register of Historic Places. To
the south, across Sunset Place is a four-story office building used as the Korean Education Center
in Los Angeles. To the east along Wilshire Boulevard are three-story neighborhood serving
commercial uses in the C4-2 Zone and along Sunset Place are three-story multifamily residential
buildings in the R5-2 Zone.
The applicant is seeking approval of a Site Plan Review for the construction, use, and maintenance
of a new mixed-used eight-story, 108-foot building with approximately 253,771 square feet of floor
area, including 9,998 square feet of commercial use and 262 residential units on a 52,594 squarefoot site in the C4-2 Zone.
There are five (5) exceptions which the City is required to consider before finding a project exempt
under Class 32: (a) Cumulative Impacts; (b) Significant Effect; (c) Scenic Highways; (d) Hazardous
Waste Sites; and (e) Historical Resources.
There are no known successive projects of the same development type in the same place.
There are six (6) known proposed and approved projects of the same multifamily residential
development type within 500 feet of the subject site:
•

•
•
•
•
•

DIR-2018-5945-TOC-SPR – Approval of a new mixed-use project consisting of 228
residential units, with 23 units reserved for Extremely Low Income Households, and 7,843
square feet of commercial space located at 2972 W. 7th Street, on February 27, 2019. This
project replaced CPC-2015-1703-DB-SPR.
ZA-2017-800-ZV-ZAA-SPR – Approval of a seven-story mixed-used development with 3,105
square feet of commercial uses and 77 joint live-work units located at 616 S. Westmoreland
Avenue, on October 30, 2017.
DIR-2016-755-DD-SPR – Approval of a 13-story mixed-used project consisting of 644
residential units and 13,200 square feet of commercial uses located at 2902 W. Wilshire
Boulevard, on July 21, 2017.
CPC-2015-1703-DB-SPR – Approval of a new five-story mixed-use project with 15,000
square feet of commercial and 180 residential units located at 2972 W. 7th Street, on March
16, 2016.
ZA-2014-1557-ZV-ZAA-SPR – Approval of a seven-story mixed-used project with 399
residential units and 20,000 square feet of commercial uses located at 2968 W. 6th Street, on
September 16, 2014.
DIR-2014-601-SPR – Approval of a six-story, 60-unit multi-family building located at 2867 W.
Sunset Place, on August 19, 2014.
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•

ZA-2010-2052-ZAA-ZAD-SPR – Approval of student housing with 133 units, and additional
academic and commercial space located at 3041 W. 7th Street, on November 16, 2010.

The proposed project as well as the six (6) approved projects may create environmental impacts on
the surrounding area. However, these projects are subject to Regulatory Compliance Measures
(RCMs) in the City of Los Angeles that regulate impacts related to air quality, traffic, and construction
and operational noise as previously mentioned. DKA Planning conducted a Noise Technical Report
and an Air Quality Analysis in August 2020. These studies showed the project will have a less than
significant impact with the implementation of regulatory compliance measures. Furthermore, a
Transportation Assessment Screening was conducted by Fehr & Peers showing the project will not
create traffic impacts. The Transportation Study Assessment Form was signed by the Los Angeles
Department of Transportation on August 5, 2020, showing that additional traffic analysis was not
required.
The project is served by public facilities including fire protection, police protection, schools, and
parks, as well as by utilities. The Department of Recreation and Parks, Bureau of Sanitation, and the
Los Angeles Unified School District all submitted letters stating that their respective agencies have
the capacity for the project. As such, the proposed project is not expected to result in cumulative
impacts.
The proposed development is not unusual for the vicinity of the subject site and will be compatible
with existing uses in the area. Neither the existing use on the site, nor the proposed use
demonstrates any unusual circumstances, and the project will not generate significant traffic, air
quality, or noise impacts. The site is not located within an earthquake fault zone, liquefaction zone,
or a landslide zone. Furthermore, the site is not located in a designated environmentally sensitive
area or other overlay that would denote special circumstances. The site is located within a Methane
Zone, as such the project must comply with Department of Building and Safety’s and Fire
Department’s measures for projects located within Methane Zones. Therefore, there are no unusual
circumstances that may result in any significant environmental effects, and the significant effect
exception does not apply to the project.
Additionally, the only State Scenic Highway within the City of Los Angeles is the Topanga Canyon
State Scenic Highway, State Route 27, which travels through a portion of Topanga State Park. State
Route 27 is located approximately 17 miles west of the subject property. Therefore, the subject site
will not create any impacts within a designated as a state scenic highway.
According to Envirostor, the State of California’s database of Hazardous Waste Sites, the subject
site is not identified as a hazardous waste site. The nearest site in proximity to the proposed project
is 3033 Wilshire Boulevard, the former site of TOSCO – 76 Station #1000, to the north of the project
site. The site clean up for the Leaking Underground Storage Tank (LUST) was completed and the
case was closed as of September 14, 2006, case number 900100089. Therefore, the project would
not create a hazard to the public or the environment as a result of being listed on a list of hazardous
materials sites compiled pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5. Therefore, the hazardous
waste sites exemption does not apply to the project. Additionally, a geotechnical investigation was
conducted for the project by Geotechnologies, Inc. The investigation determined that the project is
feasible.
The project site has not been identified as a resource nor has it been determined to be eligible for
listing in the National Register of Historic Places, California Register of Historical Resources, the Los
Angeles Historic-Cultural Monuments Register. A Historic Resources Assessment (HRA) was
conducted by the Historic Resources Group due to the project site’s proximity to several designated
or previously identified historical resources; in particular the Bullocks Wilshire (Historic Cultural
Monument #56), the Town House (HCM #576), the commercial building located at 3006 Wilshire
Boulevard, and several streetlights in the area. The HRA found that the proposed project would not
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result in a substantial adverse change in the significance of any historic resource, and therefore
would not have a significant effect on the environment as defined by CEQA. Furthermore, Douglas
Kim & Associates, LLC, conducted a Construction Vibration Impact Analysis for the demolition,
excavation and construction of the project. The Analysis found that the project would not result in
significant adverse direct or indirect impacts to the historic resources. Based on this, the project will
not result in a substantial adverse change to the significance of a historic resource and historic
resources exception does not apply.
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Exhibit F: WCKNC Letter

DATE: December 14, 2020
TO: Vince Bertoni, Director of Planning
FROM: Wilshire Center - Koreatown Neighborhood Council
Address: 3020 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles CA 90010
Planning case number: DIR-2020-3261-SPR-VHCA
The Wilshire Center - Koreatown Neighborhood Council (WCKNC), at its duly noticed and
regularly scheduled General Board meeting on December 14, 2020 considered on its agenda
the proposed project residential on 3020 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles CA 90010 Discussion
regarding site plan review of a proposed residential 108-foot tall 8 story, mixed used building
with 262 units and 9,998 sf of ground floor retail.

The applicant for the proposed project at 3020 Wilshire Blvd. appeared at the
Wilshire Center Koreatown Neighborhood Council (“WCKNC”)’s Planning & Land Use
Management Committee (“PLUM Committee”) on November 19th, 2020. Based on
the presentation and discussion with the applicant as well as comment front the
public, the WCKNC decided Aye: 14
Nay: 3 Abstain: 1Recuse: 0 not to support this
project unless the following conditions are met:
● 20% of units designated as workforce housing
● The architectural design is made more responsive to the Bullocks Wilshire building in
bulk and materiality. Exterior wood cladding is replaced with a contextually fitting
material.
● Park Linkage fees for this project go specifically to purchase land for a park within
WCKNC boundaries and the developer actively work with the Council office to make
this a reality.
● NO more than two mature trees may be removed. Additional requests for tree
removal must be brought back to the WCKNC PLUM committee ● Any tree
replacement be a minimum 48 inch box and no palm trees ● Any displaced business be
given the right of first return with the same rent structure

Mailing Address: www.wcknc.la 4001 Wilshire Blvd, #F400 424-341-0378 (Voicemail/Text) Los Angeles CA 90010
Please notify the Wilshire Center - Koreatown Neighborhood Council of any future meetings

this item.

and/or hearings on

We thank you for your consideration,

Angie Brown, Executive Vice President
Wilshire Center - Koreatown Neighborhood Council
CC: Quianna Williams, City Planner
Jamie Hwang, CD10 Deputy
Elizabeth Carlin, CD10 Deputy

Mailing Address: www.wcknc.la 4001 Wilshire Blvd, #F400 424-341-0378 (Voicemail/Text) Los Angeles CA 90010
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Exhibit H: Redevelopment Project Approval
ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW
1
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cOfie SECTIO,;{" Lo' A�g"efes i11�'nicipal Code Section (LAMC) 11.5.14 estabiishes the' process and
s

procedures for implementing the Redevelopment Plan.

PURPOSE: This Administrative Review and Referral form determines the appropriate review process for proposed
Projects within a Redevelopment Project Area. Proposed development activity within Redevelopment Project Areas must
conform to the Permitted Land Use Section of respective Redevelopment Plan.

GENERAL INFORMATION
►

A Redevelopment Plan Project (Project) includes any proposed development activity within a Redevelopment
Project Area with an Unexpired Redevelopment Plan, that includes the issuance of a building, grading,
demolition, sign or change of use permit. Refer to 11.5.14 for the full definition.

►

Permitted Land Uses, see Section 500 of the Wilshire Center/ Koreatown Redevelopment Plan. Visit
Planning4LA.org to review the Wilshire Center/Koreatown Redevelopment Plan.

►

Review process options available:
•
•
•
•

Administrative Review- Redevelopment Plan
Administrative Review - Design for Development
Project Compliance
Project Adjustment

1. APPLICANT INFORMATION

Applicant Name 3020 Wilshire, LLC
Address 3470 Wilshire, Ste. 700
City Los Angeles

State_C_A
_
_0
1
________ Zip Code_9_ O _ O_____

Email allenpark@jamisonpropertieslp.com

Telephone (213) 201-1038
2. PROJECT BACKGROUND

Project Address3016,3018,3020 W Wilshire Blvd; 654,660,664,666,670 S Wilshire Pl, 2921,2915 W Sunset Pl, 90005 and 90010
Assessor Parcel Number 5077-013-038

-2=------------Existing Zoning--=C'-'4'-'

Project Type:

□
□

□

Change of Use
Interior Alteration
Use of Land

0 Addition
li2I Demolition
li2I New Construction

D

Exterior Alteration
0 Signs
0 Grading

Project Description (include any additional requeste_d entitlements) ________________
2- story commercial and retail building with at-grade and subterranean parking.

8-STORY MIXED-USE BUILDING WITH 262 UNITS

CP-3576 RPA Administrative Review and Referral Wilshire Center/Koreatown (11/11/2019)
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